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SECTim: l 
This report presents the findings of two weeks of intensive 
investications into the field of housino renovation activities 
in Winn~oec. A number of techniaues we~e used for collection 
of materiai includina: a literaiure and statistical review, 
an analysis of building permit records in \,Jinnioeg, a telephone 
survey of households having recently undertaken renovations, 
and the conducting of a number of interviews with selected 
individuals knowledgeable in the field. Sections 2, 3 and 4 
summarize the results of this \Jork. Sections 5 and 6 relate 
these findings soecifically to Embla Ltd. as a renovations 
business and discusses some areas for chanqe. Finally Section 7 
oresents a summary of recor:rmendations drawn from the rest of 
the study. 
The curpose of the report is threefold as follows: 
a) to provide Embla Ltd. with a basic understanding 
of the renovations business and the renovations 
market 
b) to investiqate the feasibility of Er:rbla's success 
in this fie 1 d 
c) to acconoany and support E~bla's aoolication for 
ex-cended LEl\P funding throu9h a orocess of imoartial 
analysis and documen~ation. 
SECTION 2 
REtWVATION TRENDS IN 
GENERAL: \11HERE AND HHY 
2-l REIWVATIO:~ TREiWS AC~OSS THE COUIHRY1 
The renovation phenofilenon is a rapidly growing consequence of 
our conservation oriented society. Rehabilitation has been 
supported and encouraged through various government incentive 
programs namely, !LI.P. and R.R.A.P. in Canada and Heighbourhood 
Preservation~ Urban Homesteading and Heritage Conservation programs 
through H.U.D. in the U:lited States. In a study conducted by the 
Department of Housing and Urban Deve1op8ent to determine the 
extent of publicly assisted rehabilitation in the United States, 
600 cases of locally initiated neighbourhood conservation were 
reported. 
Furthermore there is considerable evidence of private sector 
investment in the rehabilitation field. A study conducted by 
the Urban Land Institute determined that of the 260 United States 
cities with a population over 50,000, almost half had examples 
of private-market non subsidized housing rehabilitation in pro-
gress in their older city areas. A similar survey of thirty-
eight Canadian cities with a population greater than 48)000 
revealed that thirty-six cities had some degree of renovation 
activity. (See Table 8} 
1. Discussion in Part 2-1 is based on unpublished infer-
nation as foilm·1s: Sybil Frenette, 11 The Evolution of the 
Whitepainting Pheno~enon in Canadian Urban Centres,~~ (unpublished 
V:.A. Thesis, L:niversity of h'ater1oo~ lS78). 
2 
The City of Toronto has experienced the greatest incidence of 
renovation. In terms of only residential rehabilitation, the 
City of Toronto !Jon-Profit Housing Corporation is responsible for 
1,800 units of renovated housing. In addition to the non profit, 
cooperative and RRAP renovation Nark, it \'las reported that an 
estimated 60,000 people have bought and renovated older homes 
in Toronto. t"ioreover, private renovation has proven itself as 
a 1 ucra ti ve business in the city. Two To ron to renova 1:1 on n rms, 
P.H.C. and Innercity Developments Limited have acquired and 
renovated 1,000 rental units of older housing. 
If the above statistics are any indication of the grovdng 1n·cerest 
in rehabilitation in North American cities. it vwuld appear that 
there is subsequently a growing demand for persons skilled in 
the renovation trades. 
2-2 iHNNIPEG - DENOGRAPHIC AND HOUSING FACTORS RELATED 
l 0 REHABILITATIOI~ ACl IVITY 
There is always a danger in transposing the experience of other 
places and applying it to our local situation without under-
taking a careful analysis of the factors underlying the rehabilit-
ation activity in Winnipeg. Because of constraints of time and 
resources, this report cannot provide a definitive or comprehensive 
analysis, but it can provide indicators about the likely future 
of rehabilitation activity in Hinnipeg. 
The housing situation in Winnipeg, particularly in connection with 
older housing1 appears in many respects to be unique in the Canadian context. Factors include the following: 
- s1ovi' annual population growth but major intemal 
population shifts involvin~ migration from the 
inner city to the suburbs. 
- recent high rate of hous~hold formation, particularly 
small, young households. 
2. See Table 1. 
3. Qp_. Cit. 
3 
Table l 
AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF GROHTH 
POPULATION HOUSEHOLDS 
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Source of Tables 1-5: Peter Barnard and Associates, Definino Hous no 
Research Needs. Consultants Report underta en 
in connection with the Greater Winnipea Develop-
ment Plan Review i977. ~ 
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-a large proportion of 14innipeg 1 S inner city housing stock 
r~~~hina a critical threshhold in terms of age and con-
dttl on. 
- vfith the exception of l~ontrcal, \Jinnipeg has the highest 
percentage of poor quality housing and of housing built 
before 1940 than does any other Canadian city.5 
- \~innipeg has a high ratio of single family dv.re1lings 
available at sale prices much lower than the Canadian 
average.6 
- ovmers on average pay a similar proportl on of their house-
hold income on housing as Toronto households and a little 
over the national average. 
- the cost of both nevt and resale housing has increased by 
almost 250% beb~een 1971 and 1977. 
6 
What are the implications of these factors for future rehabi1itation 
activity in Winnipeg? 
Until recent years, the pattern of population movement seems to 
indicate migration from inner c1-cy areas to the suburbs and 
families moving to new and resale housing. It is suggested in 
the analysis with companies in the rehabilitation industry, 
set out in Section 4 herein, that in the past people would move 
rather than undertake rehabi 1 itati on vvork on their homes .7 
There are severa 1 indications, hmyever, which suggest that 
this trend way not be nec.r1y as strong in the near futul~e and 
that rehabi1itation activity will gather momentum. 
4. $co '-'- Table 3. 
5. Op. r·. v 1 t. 
6. See Table 2. 
7. See Section 4. 
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Tab1e 4 
INCREASED COST OF NEW OR RESALE HOUSING 
1 0 0 ;_· ------= 
19/J 
----' ----L_. ___ _L_ ___ ___,_ __ _____j 
J C1f ,_; -~ s /7 
Table 5 
PROPORTION OF TOTAL HOUSEHOLD WCm1E SPENT ON HOUS WG 
0\\:!\ EGS REr;T~RS 
f.10iHREAL ':!Jr;' -~ !J 'X ~ t/0 
_i_ I 0 
TORONTO 13 18 
OTT !'-.vUo./ HULL 12 18 
' ' ~ i i~:r~ I PEG :-;:; - 0 
" J -'..-_./ lu 
ED>10f\TON ll -,7 1, 
Cf.I.LG.l\RY -!J 1. 18 
VAr~COUVER 12 20 
2-3 LIKELY REHABILITATIJN TRENDS IN \~INNIPEG 
The analysis quoted abova8 reports that almost all the res-
pondents intervieHed felt that rehabi1itation and renovation 
of existing homes v:as a grov1ing business vJhich was increasing. 
Reasons for this are liKely to include the following: 
- House prices for both new and resale howes have increased 
exponentially during the past six years. People may 
therefore find it more financially expedient to alter or 
renovate their existing home rather than move, especially 
if they like their neighbourhood environment. 
- Hany houses particularly in the inner city are getting 
old and are in poor physical condition. There will 
clearly be a renovation/rehabilitation market amongst 
ovmers Viho wish to retain their present dwellings. 
- Owner occupation is attractive in Winnipeg. Prices are 
substantially lower than the national average and owners 
do not have to pay a more than proportionate amount of 
their household income on housing costs. Should renovation 
be desired, the cost should be less of a financial burden 
on mmers than in lilany other p1 aces. 
- Because of changes in household formation) there may be a 
grovd ng market for o 1 der, cheaper property requ1 n ng 
rehabi 1 itati on amonost young people and srrca 11 er households 
on limited inco;:11es."" This potent1al market r;;ay also be 
affected by very low vacancy rates in cheaper rented 
accorru<1odation. 
\~innipeg has a long way to go before the kind of rehabilitation 
activity experienced in Toronto takes place. There is no area 
in 11innipeg where '\1hitepainting" is going on, at least not on 
a scale comparable to that found in other major centres. Recent 
work undertaken by the Institute indicated that there are 
packets of rehabilitation activity hov:ever; for example in parts 
of Fort Rouge. From 1951 to 1971, census data reflects Fort 
8 
Rouge as a relatively stable, perhaps rno~estly declining, but wostly 
unchangi nq ar~ea of predomi nant1y 1 ow-to-mi ddl e-i ncome residents, 
8. Op. Cit. 
9 
vdth a diversity of housing types. A process of change accelera-ced 
in the 1970's, and with its proximity to dovmtovm, the area has 
become an increasingly desirable neighbourhood for those who prefer 
an urban lifestyle. Informal knovJledge of the area shows an 
increase in family and upper-middle income househo1ds. Families 
with children are moving into older, single detached houses, 
previously occupied by elderly residents and are often carrying 
out extensive physical rehabilitation.9 In other inner city areas 
such as Balmora1 \-Jest, some rehabilitation of housing is also 
taking piace, probably ty members of new immigrant groups in 
the area.lO 
Information collected during the course of this study indicate 
the kinds of rehabilitation activity that are taking place in 
different parts of the city. Several interviews \·lith individuals 
involved in housing' rehabilitation are included in Appendix F. 
Host of the information assimilated in connection with 
rehabilitation activity in Hinnipeg suggests that the prognosis 
for rehabilitation business looks good. It is c1ear from 
experience in other cities that square footage costs of renovation 
are substantially lower than new construction. Tables 6 and 7 
illustrate this factor in the case of Toronto. Information 
therefore suaoests that there will be an increasing market for 
renovation and rehabilitation activity in \·linnipeg although 
perhaps not on the same scale as in other major centers such as 
Toronto. 
9. C. i·kKee ... Innovative Strategies for the Renev;al of 
Older Neighbourhoods) I.U.S., f~ov. 1917, p.otl-60. 
10. 92_. Cit., p.56. 
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Cities \vi th ... 
~vhi tep ain ting 
as Defined'~ 
Hontreal 
Toronto 
Vancouver 
Ottmva 
Kingston 
Table .8 
WHITEPAINTING INVENTORY CATEGORIZATION BY CITY. 
Commercial 
Whitepainting 
Sporadic 
Whitepainting 
Government 
Assisted 
Winnipeg Hamilton Quebec 
Brantford /"Edmonton Chicoutimi Hamilton~ Calgary Calgary 
Burlington· London /Peterborough 
Saskatoon Halifax Saint Foy 
Suclb ury 
Sault Ste. Harie 
Peterborough,? 
Fredericton 
St. John's 
K:ltchener 
Charlotte tmvn 
Windsor 
Sherbrooke 
No Evidence of 
Whitepainting 
St. Catherines 
Oshawa 
Dartmouth 
Oakville 
Guelph 
Jvlississauga 
Thunder Bay 
Regina 
'~Hhitepainting is the gradual takeover of central city neighbourhoods by renovation 
entrepreneurs. The target neighbourhoods are often those which are vulnerable to change 
due to their high tenant population and comparatively low housing costs. 
Source: Unpublished Thesis. Op.cit. 
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SECTIO~ 3 
REVIEW OF RENOVATION 
ACTIVITIES IN WI IPEG: 
1977 
3-l Ai:A.L YSIS OF BUILDii{G PERf,HT RECORDS: i 977 
The only existing source of hard data nertinent to this study and 
readily available for analysis, \·:as the City of \..Jinnipeg's 
building oermit records. Speci a 1 arranqements v1ere r::ade wit:t 
City personnel facilitating access to oermit ledgers and individual 
oermit files. This viork VJOuld not have been pcssible without 
willing co-ooeration and assistance from City staff. 
a) Discussion of Records - Forr:at and Content 
It must be stated at the outset of this discussion that buildinq 
permit records reoresent only a fraction of all construction 
acti viti es that occur in the City. Permits are actually only 
reouired when the estir-;ated vc.lue of the vwrk is S50Cl or areater, 
or v:hen structural changes or chan9es involving health and safety 
are undertaken. Excluded then are all minor construction activi-
ties not reouiring a permit and all activities possibly reouiring 
a oermit but undertc:ken without either in ignorance or by choice. 1 
.fl. ledger of all building permits issued by the Citv of l·!innioeg 
is maintc,ined by the oermits deoartment on a daily basis. The 
1. 1"'lost of these are likely to be renovation type activities. 
Although not significant in an analysis of total construction 
activities in .the City, it was imoossible to estimc:te their scale 
and inoortance in resoect o7 this study of renovation activities 
speci fica lly. 
13 
permits are listed according to six categories as follov1s: 
Dwellings (Residential new construction) 
Commercial 
Industria 1 
Public Buildings 
P,pa rtments 
f·'li see 11 aneous 
Summary info~ation recorded includes the date 07 1ssuance, the 
stre?t address of the subject property, the Community Committee 
~rea- in which it is located, the estimated dollar value of the 
oroposed construction and a brief descriotion of the prooosed 
activity. 
The miscellaneous activity is a catch all category which includes 
a wide variety of pe1~mi t tyoes not readily o 1 aced in any of the 
other categories. Interpretation of this cctegory is, therefore, 
very difficult as it is impossible to determine exactly v1hat 
tyoes of activities are included without doing a detailed analysis. 
All renovations, re;Jairs and alterations to existinq residential 
properties are included but so are activities such 2s sign con-
struction. Table 9 sui'imarizes yearly oermit activities by dollar 
value for 1v·!innioeg fl~om 1973- 1977. The niscellaneous category 
shov:s a steady increase in value over these years, hov!ever, 
significant a:~omalies apoearing in this data for 1976 ifii:Tlediately 
caution deoendence on a suoerfi cia 1 review of such infomati on. 
b) Summary of Results 
The total number of miscellaneous permn:s in 1977 was 6,612.3 
Infomation on a soecially selected sample of 860 oen-nits vJas 
gathered and analyzed. Although this is only a 13% samole of 
the total oerrr:its, it is estimated t:1at it is, in fact, c.ooroxi-
fllately a 505£ sai'mie of pemits relevant to this study. Ao:Jendix C 
2. Community Co~-nittee Areas referred to ir. this report are 
the 13 former Communities that existed orior to restructurinq 
into the present 5 Col,]munities with the aGendnents to the City of 
Winnipeg Act in 1977. 
3. From Chart supplied by Winnioeg Economic Develooment 
Board. 
14 
Penni t Cateqory 
Residential dwellinqs 
Commercial 
Industr·i al 
Public 11uildinqs 
Apartments 
Miscellaneous (includes 
renovations, repairs 
Tl\l3LE 9 
f3reakdown of Yeurly Bui l d·i nq Permit 
Values for all Cateqories in the 
_j_i_:ty ___ of ~~11 n.!!_i_p__g_sj_:_ _ _l9LL.::: ___ l97]_ 
in 
$ll8,Wi6 
3,375 
35,179 
70,45() 
72 ,865 
2B,022 
$123,866 
12 '775 
H~, 792 
52,3f1B 
53,976 
BB, 343 
1975 
$ Hl ,725 
18,238 
24,218 
50,323 
27,171 
21 ,870 
__ ....;cand a 1 terfL1j on' s_L _______ , ______________ , __ 
TOTALS $327,921 $350, l3B $223,546 
Source: Winnipeq Economic Development noard 
I 1974 
-----~--
$ 75,753 
7 ,nil 
37,934 
64,047 
"!fl, 903 
19,17~> 
$224,546 
1973 
--
$ 55,946 
6,662 
24,259 
36,73() 
34,536 
15,709 
$"173 ,849 
-----' 
Ul 
documents sampling orocedures and selection criteria used. 
The sample data vJere initially summarized into actual numbers 
of oermits issued in each Cor:-,munity Committee t,rea. Table 10 
shov:s that 29~; of all renovations permits issued V.'ere located 
in the predominately inner city areas. Since this percenta9e 
was so low, it was decided to include the entire city in all 
the building permit analyses. 
Location 
of Buildina Permits: 1977 
predominately Inner City 
Predominately Suburban 
TOT~.L CITY 
Total 
Numbers 
2L8 
612 
860 in 
sample 
0.' 
/o 
29% 
71 ~; 
l 00 ~~ 
Source: Table C-2, Appendix C includes totals for 
each Conmunity ComErittee f::..rea. 
Pemi ts selected for analysis \\'ere grouned into four sub-
categories of misceilaneous: 
Interior alterations 
Exterior alterations 
Fire Reoa irs 
.n,dditions to sincle family dwellinos 
The numbers of permits issued in each cateaory in each month 
of the year v,,ere recorded and ol otted in s;raph form in Fi oure l. 
fls Houl d be exoected, this graph suggests that there are 
sec.sonal variations deoendina on the nature of the permit 
activity. Interior alteration activities Deaked in February 
and dec1ined durins; the sunmer months, while exterior alteration 
activities and additions to sin9le fafi1ily dwellings shm·1ed 
reverse trends. Fire Reoair permits were so few in number that 
no trends could be detected. 
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Source: 
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Table C-3, Aooendix C. Based on analysis of soeciai sanole 
of City of P!innioeo Buildina Permit records for 1977. 
______ .:. _______ .------·---- ---
___ , ----·-----------------------·-·~- -- -- -~-----~--.---·-. 
---··-------- ·-·--------~------------------·------- ... --·-------:::·--------------: =--==-=-====-=::--:=---=-
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-' ---------------------------- -~-- --------'-·· -----· 
This general indication of seasonality should be read in 
coniunction with interviews conducted with individuals actuallv 
in the renovations business. (See Section 4, Part 4-8). It v 
seems that seasonality is not a significant factor in the 
interior renovations business \.'l'hi 1 e fi r!T'S involved in both 
interior and exterior work reauired a certain element of oraan-
ization. 
A oi cture of the tot a 1 buil di n9 pe mit breakdown by activity 
is presented in Figures 2 and 3. These fi9ures illustrate the 
significant differences in the breakdown by numbers of permits 
vs. value of peri'lits. For exanple interior alteration perr:its 
l~eoresent 71~; of t'le number of oemits issued but oniy 47~; of 
the value of permits issued. By contrast, fire l~epairs represent 
2% of the number of pemits and 5.5~ of the value of pemits. 
These differences are further exo1ained in Table ll V!hich shows 
the averaae values of building permits by activitv. 
TA.BLE 11 
Average S Values of Building 
Permits by ,ll..ctivity 
Interior Alterations 
Exterior Alterations 
Interior and Exterior 
ft.l terati ons 
Additions to Single 
Family Dv:e 11 i ngs 
Fire Repairs 
Source: Table C-4, Appendix C. 
.li.verage 
S Value 
52,075 
52,069 
54,700 
57,330 
57,970 
Fire reoairs and additions average sionificantlv hiaher than the 
avera.ge. i ndi vi dua 1 interior or the i ndi vi dua 1 e~teri or permit. 
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Fioure 3 
. ---
1977 RENOVATION AND REPAIRS 
BUILDING PEPJ·HT BREft.~DQ\tiN BY $ VALUE OF ACTIVITY 
--------------~------- --·----------~--: ___________ --~ . __ __:_ ___ , ___ __:.._.: ____________ :.- --·- -----
--------~--- }---~----------·-- --------
'-.=.::..::..::...:.:.=:._+~=::.__:=._ __________ _ 
:=-~~~~~--=----=~~--~~:~=c:~~~~~=~~~~~-~-oti';;-L.:ui)Q.s==-~~~=:::~-~~~=~=::;:=:=~=_::~_0~~:::-i~~~===~=~:;-=: 
--- ___ ::::.__::_:_::_ _____________ ---:-=:-:-"\ - -- ----- ----- ------------z--------7-------------------- --------
.~~··· .... ~ • ~-••: -~~~r;:~~-~ts·~ ~••••·•~ -m=c~~.~ .~. ~ ••. 
Read: 
Sour .. ce: 
39~.: of the total value of l~enovations and reoairs building oennits 
in 1977 v;ere taken out for additions to sinole family dvJellincs. 
Esti~ated Total Renovations Bui1dina Pemit $Value in \·!innioeq 
in 1977: 55,667,100. 
Table fl.opendi x C. 
·------==:=---=-------==-=-~~=~_:-==~-:===---===--------==--==:=:~= :=-- -· 
---~----------c----- ----------------·----
3-2 SURVEY OF HOUSEHOL~S H/WING UtWERTAKEN RENOVATIONS It\ 1977 
In addition to the building permit analysis, a subsamole was 
drawn from the building oermit sample for the purooses of making 
direct contact vrith actual permit apolicants. Aooendix D detai1s 
this exercise. P. questionnaire was administered over the 
telephone, to these individuals who were both traced (ie. located 
at address and telephone indicated on the permit) and VIiilino to 
be interviewed. Since onlv 26 interviews were actuallv comoleted, 
the sample is too small to~ dr2v1 any conclusive results-. Ho\,:ever, 
the exercise v1as not a h'asted one. Preliminary results indicate 
definite trends. 
a) Summary of Preliminary Resuits 
The following trends started to emerge from the survey: 
- rec room activitfes were located oredofilinately in 
suburban al~eas 
- a large proportion of building oeroit activities vere 
not carried out by contractors. (f. closer analysis of 
this point would be very useful) 
- most revonations were done for more soace or for oeneral 
upkeep, not for resale 
- actual costs of contracted renovations were approximately 
123~; hicher than declared costs on the buildino oermits 
(Confirr:lation of this fioure very important for total 
market discussions - see Section 5) 
- no unexpected -exoenses ~ere encountered by ho~eowners 
when work contracted out 
- referrals and oood reoutations inoortant in choice of 
contractor decisions 
- 3 or more cost estimates were received by most 
respondents who hired contractors 
- most self done renovations olanned future renovat1ons 
- most resoondents indicated 0omen caroenters fine if 
aualified. 
- ~o definite aoe or income characteristics of respondents 
emerged, however, most respondents households were large 
with 4 or more persons 
The above points can only be considered oreliminary. An exoanded 
survey in terms of additional numbers nay be considered by Emb1a 
in the future. The soecific information that it is possible to 
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ga~ner using this sort of direct techniaue would be invaluable 
to Embla for olanning detailed marketing and oromotional 
strategies. The investigators feel that the telephone approach 
v1as quite satisfactory and had the advantages of immediacy of 
response over a mail out aooroach. Even in a oossible expanded 
survey, a telephone ::cpproach would be recommended. 
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SECTIOi'l 4 
THE REIWVATIOi\S BUSL;ESS I:l 
\H;niPEG - _D, SY::THESIS Gr 
IUTERVIE1·!S \liTH I:•!DIVI:Jt;f:,LS 
W THE BUSFlESS 
4-1 CRITERifi, FOR SELECTiiYi 
The most innortant criteria used 
for interview ourooses were: a) 
b) size of ooeration. ?ri~arily 
conoanies that ~ere obviously in 
for selection of co~panies 
nature of their work and 
exoerts were ~ade to select 
the business of interior 
renovations. In addition to t~e yello~ oa~e listinos, referrals 
from architects, designErs and government oersonnel involved in 
sane way in the field of renovations and rehabilitation of 
older houses \'Ere used. Secondarilv, a rc.nae of sizes of O'Jer-
ations were selected. In total, ni~e inter~iews were conducted 
with individuals in the renovations business. 
!1-2 SIZE OF COf·':P.t.J~Y 
The con'Janies ranged in size from one or two men ooera~1ons to a 
l . ' ~. -' ~ 1 -· -. l a rQe cor.many vn tn over n T~Y emn 1 oyec:s.... I ne n ve 1 a rger 
cor:man~es in the Sc!Tlflle (12 en'Jloyees and over) seem to ooerate 
with similar staff structures; such as one or t~:o senior nanage-
nent rersonnel who are li~~ly t? ~~ the owner and/~~ cresident. 
of the con~any, a care ofr1ce s~arr and a core s~arr of caroenters 
\·.•orki nc on a full-time, vear round b2.si s. There vrere excerti ons 
to t~i~. for exanrle one-co~oanv with a core staff of nineteen 
has fou~ owners, ~ach resoonsib)e for one of the following 
asr1ects of the business; conmerciai construction renovation and 
remodelling; new residential and cottages and lake canJs. A 
typical nar.agement/staff estabiishnent model for conpanies 1!ith 
tl·!e1ve or more employees is set out belm·:. 
---------- -----
1. See Appendix E for details of companies and establis~~ent 
structure. 
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Figure 4 
HODEL i·1Aft~Gt:J1ENT /STAFF ESTABLISHHEiH FOR COHPAiHES 12 A:W OVER 
-------
_J 
l 
J..., 
Dl'esi dent ~- - -
J 
Owner, oartner, 
i - 4 peoole 
Core Staff of 
Tradesmen 
6-26 caroenters 
& he1ners, 
Painters, Truck 
Drivers, 
Pl asterel~s. 
r ---, 
Casual Helo 
in busy neriods 1 
l---
Es tc.b lis h,...•ent 
linkc:ges v1ith 
other trades. 
Plunbers, insu1at-
1 ors.electricia~s. 
L------~ 
The four smaller compa~ies (1 to 10 employees) tended to worK 
out of tileir nor,le, usins; t!1is as a base for taking orders and 
organizing -c~1eir \:orr:, often utilizing far:Jily nelo. !..ii:e t:-Je 
larger cor:1panies, nost nad suJ-con-cracting arrange~>ents ;ritn 
other tradespeople or coinpanies \·.:~1ose \'IOrk \';as ov:n to then. 
P.lnost a1l cor:;pc.nies '.:7-lo cisccssed hiring staff (5) stress2c 
-:he need to ir~i:.ia1.iy select. pe~:1ar:ent stc.ff carefu1l.Y an: 
cnoose people \Ji;o ':.·auld have a ;::;ricie in tneir \.'ol~i: and be 
T·r·ur-,_~:ror..:...;l'~' Ccve~::l cnt;-':--.~ ....... l- 0 5 .'j_\1 :1-'rc C;:;$ 11 ~1 nr· p::;Y"+--7ir-,(.'} ~ ;:, '-'• (.., ~· • --'~ v l '-' ur.l,.'-''' ~ \. . 1 • I ~ ~ ""'~ '-' • c'- • '- - • .. :~ 
;1elp during busy periods. Tr1ree ii1T>ervie1·:ees nen':ioned that 
tnev orefar to hire ~ermc.nent and casual non-union laboJr. ~o 
- ""' ' . . ,... . . -. . . . . -- ~ TOrl.ta1 tra1r~1ng Tor ne\·/ or~ unc;uallrled. -c~"'aaesmen t,\rcs s~ec1r1ea 
D\/ in-cervie\:ees. r·1ost tr~ainino consisted of on t:te .iob S:.lner-
vision by an estai:..lished staff-mer:~jer, although o11e laTger 
COi•ioanv ·.;as trainino men in nevi areas of ousiness such as in-
su1ati;n and S\.'ir.lr,i;~g oool installation. 
4-3 TYPE OF R~ 
T~/pe of v:ork undertaken b~' t:1e tt T"1e cor:lJanies intervie\"ied in-
cluded recreation roans, r2novat ons (w~ich involved Dat~roo~s. 
kitcnens, additions, restructuring floor plans etc.) custom 
cabinet u.aking and fire repairs. \·Jerk of three of the four 
smalle~ companies involved Dostly renovation work as defined 
above. One of the larger companies (19 staff) specialized 
entirely in fire repairs, 6u;'; - of \'JOrk being in rrivate 
i1or:1es and 40;; - in comerciul establis:ments. They \Wrked 
mostly in the core area. ,D,nower 1 araer cor:manv (50+ staff) 
devotes 25~ of its work to fire repai~s. 25~· to~ne~ construction 
and 50% to renovations. Jne company soecializing in additions 
and renovations at the uprer end of t~e narket mentioned tnat 
they \lere frequently called oack by ;·:o::althier clients for sub-
sequent maintenance work . 
. 2.11 but one of the nine intervieHees felt that tllere \las an 
increasing Garket for r~novation work and rehaoilitation of 
ol~er homes. TMe one dissenter who felt the renovation 
uc:s iness \':as "sl m·J" at present stated that he persona 1ly 
"al1:avs hac [l;Ol~e \iOrk ci:an he could handle.'' That experience 
r.i2 . .J' be related tc the fact that he i1as been tf·.rorking in :iiP 
ar~eas for ti•e oc.st foJr '/cars and business in the o1der iJIP 
' . ~ 
areas is diminishing. 
Reasons for predicting an increasing market for renovation work 
\:ere related to costs of nev: housing versus renova.tino an older 
i~Ol.:S2; the ifTl~Ortc.nce Of eStabliShed nei g;lJOUrhoods and the 
quality of older hoDes versus nevi. Quotes such c.s the follD\/i:1g 
' .. 'ere recorded. 
"It 1 s expensive to renovate but still cneaper than 
buying a nevi house." 
ll If oeople oougi1t a home fifteen years ago it orobaoly 
cost Sl0,000-11 ,OO;J. On today's narket it costs 
$45,000. Peoole can spend $15,000 on renovation 
and sti 11 be ahead." 
"People get used to their surroundings. People like 
their ovm nei ghbournoods." 
2. Tv;o of these sma 11 er companies nad 11orked or are vwrK 1 ng 
in ;iei gnoourilood Irnprovement areas, on RRD.P oro gram v:ork. 
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"At one time, if a c11ent required a major 
renovation, he \JOuld sell instead and buy 
a nev1 nouse. iiovJ clients are building 
expensive additions.' 
~-5 TYPE OF CLI C:iH 
Ti1e subjective impressions of clients of the corr1panies in-cervie'::ed 
appear to suggest a client group which is oredominant1y ciddle-
clc.ss, likely to be in be age )racket of 35 olus and 1ivinc 
in houses or r1ve years of aoe or older. Oth~r arouos. oar~ 
ticularly requiring rec.room-\:onc al~e young carrieds·~ ~esident 
in a nome for four to fi~e years, wno need s~ace for a growing 
family; and retired people building a rec.room for investr;1ent 
pur;:JOses. T\·JO of the 1arger companies solicit business frorn 
the upoer end of the market. Hoc·iever, t\'<O of the sma 11 er 
operations undertake a significant amount of work in I~IP areas 
and on low income housing orojects for Winnipeg Regional housing 
.L\utnority. The G:J.jority of comoanies do not confine tZ:eir \·:ork 
to a particular geograohical area. 
4-6 PR0110TIO:·U~L TEnUIJUES 
rive of the nine co;n'}anies relied entirely on '\mrd of mouth" 
acivert1s1ng and cersonal referrals, supplel!',ented by adver-ds ing 
in t!le yellov: oages. Ti<ese included tvio of the largest coE1nanies 
and t1.·;o s:nllest. A.1l these inte1viev:ees emoha.sized their::-
portance of this tyoe of referra 1, its 'snowba l1 ~ effects and the 
reduction of tine scent on estimates. Other techniques used and 
considered effective here T.V. ads and periodic full page ad-
vertiserilents in ne·.;spapers. One or tv1o specialist firrTJs rilentioned 
referrals from i surance adjusters and architects. Word of 
:1out11 advertising \·:as nm"ever considered ti1e nest effective by 
almost ail compa,Jies interviev1ed. 
f.o.s \·Jas nentioneJ in Part 4-2 of this reoort, the r,ajority of 
companies have subcontractlng arrangements with other trades-
neople ~hose work is known tc them. The im?ortance of using 
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de pen dab 1 e subcontractors who contractors knm: and trust 
was strongly emphasized. Snaller operations and again 
1 non-union 1 subcontractors tended to be favoured. Ability to 
"do the job",de~endability, and neatness \·:ere considel~ect 
important factors in hiring subcantractors. One of the larger 
operations puts subcontracts up for bid to ensure a fair price, 
but he too tends to use the same subcontractors all the time. 
Work which is contracted out includes plumoing, electrical 
work, roofing, plastering etc. 
Seasona1 limitations v:ere related to the type of v:ork being 
undertaken by different companies. Those specializing in 
inside 110rk reoorted no serious seasonal limitations(4). Those 
vmo had experienced "slack'' periods, particu1ar1y in the vrinter 
n::mt:1s, Januar~y to i·iarcn, stressed the inpcr'tance of "going 
out to look for jobs", particularly nev: business such as in-
sulation durinc 1 SlOW 1 reriods. These w~o undertook both 
inside and ext~rior work mentioned the importance of organizing 
throughout the year. One of the smallest operations found 
summer the busiest tim~. 
It was different to reach any conclusions on the sales vo:ume 
of cor:~panies interviev:ed. Four refused to divulge any ngures 
and other answers tended to be vague and imprecise. One comsany 
with a staff of r1r~een indicated a ball oark fioure of S50G,DOO. 
Anotner smaller company (4-6 staff) menti~ned a ~ales voiune 
of S175,000. 
4-10 SrulPLE PRICES 
Information on sample p1~ices oer souare foot v;c.s similarly 
imprecise. Some respondents ~ere ~e1uctant to discuss sample 
prices for renov=.tions and r,,entioned. trte diversity of v1orK 
undertc.l~en, the quality of materials used and the difficulty 
of fulfilling clients requirements as affecting cost estimates. 
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More precise figures were available for recreation room con-
s~ruc~1on. One contractor (12 staff) quoted a minimum of 
$10-512 a square foot. The best information was obtained 
from a comoanv specializinc in rec.rooms. He pointed out 
that recre~ti;n room costs~have doubled during the last 
eight years and quoted a si~ilar minimum of Sl0-$12 of square 
foot including labour and materials and $17 a square foot for 
recreation room, bat'lroorr, ar;d Liar. Also, the m"inimum cost -for 
a 14' x 18' house addition was ouoted at S50/souare foot. which 
could easily run to 575 if luxurious. 
4-11 STREU GTHS NiD :rlEAf<:~LSSE S 
In assessing strengths a~d weaknesses of their companies, several 
respondents discussed the question of critical size of a company. 
One or two respondents discussed the dangers of becoming too 
big. Problems r:1entioneJ included supervision of staff, quali-::y 
control and capital carrying costs. One of the sr;al1est companies 
(l o;:?ler/cc.rventer) fel-c it \Jas best to "vmrk by yourself or 
have ten to t\Jelve peo:Jle." Other factors mentioned as being 
important in develoning a viable business were diversification 
and the flexibi1ity of staff and good staff/management relation-
shios. The fo11ouing quo-::ed illustrated ti:ese points. 
"i!hen there is no rec.roon t:usiness, look for ;~ev: 
business in insulating and insta11ing sv:i:nriiing pools." 
11 2ecs.~se of versc..ti1it~/ v;e are able to carr~,' on. 
C5.rpsnters ar·2 versatile too. I·1any have been \\rith 
the co:-:t'Jany fifteen to t\·Jenty yec_:s.- there's co-
ooeration betv,•een employee and COr:ipany. If a 
carpenter needs to dig a ditch he does it." 
One co:~!;::•any specializing in fire renairs cleo.rly did not cor:-
sider diversification imoortant in their case. Tnere strength 
was in specialization, but this was an exception. 
4- i 2 STPATEGES FOR S!JC:Ct:SS A:lO PITFALLS 
It ~as suggested by respondents that an irnportan~ co~ponent of 
success was persistence, determination, and the initiative to 
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look for work, particularly when first starting up. A 
cmpany is likely to experience problems of "getting knovm" 
at this stage. Cornents such as the follo¥:ing ·,:ere recorded. 
II Don't give up. Ue hc.d hard ti 1:1es - so~ieti r.:es 
jobs cost us money.'' (i5 staff) 
"Have determination to r::ake a go of the business. 
be stuCborn.u 
One larger company stated that "carpenters a1~e a comoany's most 
i nportant "p. r. 11 - not b:::cause of at t:1ey say out because of 
the quality of work they perfom." Honesty, integrity, high 
quality 'i/Ork, cood service and \·:il1ingness to h'ork long hsur-s 
were considered important oy both larger and smaller companies 
in leading to a successful business. The need for at least a 
sma 11 a:.1ount of capita 1 to 'fa 1l back on' 1:as c.l so r.1enti oned. 
One of the major pitfalls in the renovation business was related 
to estir.ating. Connents l.'eJ~e recorded such as: 
"You never kno':J Hnat you 
you open up a wall." 
going to find ' \-:nen 
Rec. rooms were considered to be a much safer risk in relation 
to estimating. Another prob1em ·,:as the number of estir.1c.tes 
that are required to generate a job and the problen of oeople 
''shopping around." Ar:othet~ factor \·Jhich could present di ffi cul ty 
was home-o~ners with high ex~ectations and a low budget and tne 
probier:-: of co11ecting E'oney from :1or:1e-mn-:ers. 
The company ~1ich specialized in fire reoairs had selected this 
specia1ization because of "less cor:1petition." The fo11m·:ing 
co:J.-;:e:-Jt h'as recorded. 
"You're ;:wobably CO'l;Jeting \dth one or t1·:o other 
con;;anies \lhereas the remode1ling mmer 1·Jill 
so1.1etines get eight to ten estimates, some from 
i1and_;rmen doinc iobs on a moonliahtina basis." 
- _. ...... ..,J -' 
4-13 RE.4CTIO:l TO ~lt::i~ 
The cor::oanies intervie\:ed load mixed reac:tions to 1·:onen in the 
trades. The rnmer of the largest company was rather negative 
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about women entering rades although conceeded that women 
are qu1~e capaole in nterior decorating, planning and layout. 
The tvm smallest companies also had l~eservations about both 
employing vtonen or seeing t~,em enter trades. The reactions of 
other conpanies ranged from very positive to sor.1e reservations 
because of the need to profide speciai facilities such as 
washrooms. One company had a women carpenter presently in its 
enploy but she doesn't "sHing a ham;;1er" but \.rorks inside on 
ordeJ~s ~ booki·JOok, timesheets etc. The following cor;1ITients v,;ere 
recorded. 
·"Can't see anything vwong v1ith \·wrnen c.s carpenters. 
The ole \·lorld is run by v:onen." 
"I ar:1 confident ITiY ·female carpenter employee cou1d 
uSh'ing a hamD2r 11 if necessary. n 
"Prospects for v:onsn in the tracies not that rosy. 
,Fl. \Jomen belongs ir the house." 
4-14 SU!'WlARY 
In sumary, the fol1 ovii nq si onifi cant factors emeroed from an 
analysis of interviews w~th ;embers of the renovat{on business: 
-There is likely to be an increasing der:;and in \,linnipeg for 
renovation in the future. 
-Personal refen~a1 and '\mrd of mouth 11 vzere the nost effective 
promotional sources. 
-The importance of offering subcontracting arrangements to 
clients and of using contractors whose work is known and 
trusted was stressed. 
-New companies were advised to be deternined to succeed despite 
inevitable setbacks. It is 1ikely that in 11 s1own periods they 
will have to vigorously solicit work. 
-In most cases, diversification and the need to build up a 
company gradually were seen as definite strengths. 
-The positive and negative reactions to women as carpenters were 
fairly evenly balanced. 
SECTION 5 
DEFINITION OF THE MARKET 
5-l MARKET AREA AND SIZE 
For the purooses of this study, the rcarket al~ea for Embl a Ltd. 
was limited to the City of \·!innipea. P,n attertpt v;as r:.ade to 
investiqate all renovation activities relatino to existino resi-
dential dwellinos, including new additions, in the City of 
Winnioeg. New residential construction was excluded. The limi-
tations of the onlv conore~ensive secon~arv 1 source o~ data. 
ie. buildin9 oerrnit records, has already been discussed in 
Section 3 herein. 
Based on this analysis, the investioators estiGated that the 
to"':al S value of the renovations narket in \r,'innioec is aor:roxi-
nately Sl3 million dollars. (See table 12). This.ficur~ is 
considered a conservative estinate since it is based on an 
analysis of buildino n::mit activities only. P<ll renovation 
activities not reouirino buiidino De:rr:it.s are not included in 
the analvsis. Anv sincle renovation activity that does not 
involve a building oermit is not 1ikely to be high in value, 
however, the a~gre~ate value of sue~ activities is probably high 
in terfiis of total dollar volu1.1e. t-iov,·ever, nc estifiiate of this 
total could be made, and the total fiiarket value o~ $13 million 
in 1977 1.1ust be read vJith bis in rind. 
~.dditionally, this fi(Jure includes renovations u:-:dertaken by 
contractors anc renovations undertaken by the i ndi vi dua 1 prooerty 
owner thenselves. The investioators were unable to confidently 
1. Existino and available recorded hard data. 
._, 
..;, 
Table 12 
EST Hi!~.TED $ VALUE OF RD!OVATI mlS 
f1ARKET IN ~·!Iin!IPEG IN 1977 
Total Buildinc Permit 
S Value in Sanole (1977) 
Estimated Total Renovations 
Buiidinq PermitS Value 
in Hinn~peg (1977) 
Estimated Total Renovations 
Market S Value in 
\'iinnipeg (1977) (plus 123~0* 
$ 2 ,678.,200 
$ 5,667,100 
$12,7512000 
* The addition of 123% is based on an analysis of the household 
survey interviev!s v:hereby a conparison of S delcared on 
oermits is comoared to S of renovations actuallv reported 
comoletect.(See.Appendix D) -
Source: Table C-4s Appendix C 
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estimate, fron the data gathered in the time allowed, the solit 
of the total defined market into these two cateaories. However. 
oreliminary indications seem to succest a hiche~ orooortion of -
self-execu~ed renovations. - · 
5-2 STRUCTURE OF THE G::NERAL filARKET 
The ootential denand for Embla's services has been bro~en dovm 
into three basic and mutually exclusive nc.rket tyo:::s described 
as fo 11 O'dS: 
r:arket A: 
>·1arket S: 
i"~arket C: 
Low Income/Free Labour 
Government Program Related 
Private 
To date Embla has concentrated oretty exclusively on rc~arket l''., 
in keeping with their trainin9 objectives. A shift to increasing 
prooortions of ~arkets B and C should occur if the ooal of self 
sufficiency is to be achieved. J:, brief descri oti on of each mar-
ket type fo 11 ows. 
a) Market A: Low Income/Free Labour 
This market for Embla's services has, in a sense, been artifi-
cially created for the specific ourooses of the project objec-
tives: ie. on site training. As would be expected, response 
to notices placed in the local Winnioeg newsoapers calling for 
apolicants for their services l·:as overwhelmina. It is assumed 
that this market is virtually limitless and will be a source of 
practice custo~ers as long as required by Emtla. Selection 
criteria shou1d be established by Embla to deal vdth the apoli-
ca~lons. The criteria should be based on the initial objectives 
for creatin0 this market in the first olace, ie. on site train-
ing. Projects sMould be selected to orovide, initially, for a 
wide variety o-f experience. Selection could then -focus down on 
narticular tvoes of proiects as ventures into fiarkets 8 & C r ~ . v 
dictate in terms of opportunity. 
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b) !ftarket B: Government Pr-ogram Re1ated 
If Embla ooes for a share of this market it will be co~oet1no with 
other renovation businesses. The relevant government orograms 
pt~esently operating or prooosed in 1-!innioeg are aeared orincioally 
to older orooerties either by providing loans 2nd grants to low 
income Oh'ners and iandlords (CHIP, CHRP, RRAP)2 or by direct pur-
chase, rehabilitation and resale or renting (City Non-Profit -
not yet operative). Details of programs are included in .1\opendix 
B. 
This market is also unusual in that no direct solicitina of the 
actual customer is done. All activities are directed t~wards 
the inte~ediary program administrating aoency. 
Presently, the long term future of three of these programs is 
uncertain. CHRP may be cancelled, RRJl.P may be seriously modified, 
and the City r·ion- Profit may never get started. P.s ~.opendi x B 
indicates, hov~ever, the Ot'OC!Tams soonsored a def'land for the con-
tracting services of smaller businesses, like Embla, and the 
opportunity for Embla's participation should be periodically 
monltored. Particular attention should be paid to the City non-
Profit Corporation. This infant agency represents a trer:tendous 
potential der:1and for renovation specialists, It is impossible 
however, to put a S figure on this potential market. Appendix B 
includes information on oast dollar expenditures for CHRP and 
RRAP programs, however, not even a guess could be made at this 
time as to what the $ volunes r:1ight be in the future. 
c) f<c:n~e't C: Private 
By far the greatest amount of renovanon act1vrcy in tdnnipeg, 
and the most difficult to pin down, falls into what is described 
as Market C: Private. This market includes all the renovation 
activities undertaken by private prooerty 0\·lners and fu11y 
financed by same. The exception to this would be fire reoairs, 
2. CHIP- Canadian Hone Imorover:1ent Prooram (federa1) 
CHRP- Critical ~ome Repair Program (Provincial) 
RRAP- Residential Rehabilitation Program (federal) 
?11 J, 
financed by insurance conpanies but nevertheless included in 
Market C. Most of the renovation activities included in the 
total defined market of $13 ~- are considered Market C activi-
ties. 
This iT1arket is considered the most imortant market for Emtla 
in the future. The comoetition will be heavv for a share ~f 
this carket, nevertheless advancina to this ~arket is essential 
if Embla is to become a viable self-sustainino business. Dis-
cussions in the rer:;ai nder of this section re 1 ate ori rarily to 
this market. 
5-3 t·iARKET COHPONEfH CLASSIFICATION SYSTE!-1 
During the process of doing this study it became evident that 
the general renovations r;.arket could be described using a 
nur:ber of parameter - each describing the market from a 
different perspective. The follm·ling sum~Eary (Figure ) is 
preliminary and should not be considered a definitive classific-
ation system. It does~ hov;ever, pro vi de a framework for a 
more detailed market analysis - one that will be important for 
Emb1a in the future, as a more refined understanding of the 
general market becomes necessary. 
Fi our"' 5 
-' -
THE REHOVATI ONS f'ARKET: 
COI,lPONENT CLASSIFICAI ION SYStEi1 (PRELHHllARY) 
1. TYPE OF WORK 
a. Building Permit Classifiation 
- Interior renovations 
- Exterior renovations 
- Fire Repairs 
- Additions 
b. Specialist Classification 
- Recreation Rooms 
- Kitchens 
- Bathrooms 
- Insulation 
- Doors/vdndovJs/walls 
- Porches/decks 
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c. Leve1 of Activity Classification (See Appendix A for 
defi ni ti on) 
- General repairs 
- Renovation 
- Rehabilitation 
- Restoration 
d. Complexity Classification 
- Single trade 
- Multiple trade 
2. TYPE OF CLIENT 
a. Property O~'>'ner 
- Res i dent-ovmer occupied 
- Landlord - ovms to rent-tenant occupied 
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- Deve 1 oper-ovms to rehab. and se 11-unoccupi ed 
-Public Agency- ovms to rent or sell 
b. Aoent for the P·roperty Ovmer 
- Public agency-government assistance program etc. 
- Insurance company or adjustor 
- General contractor 
- Project Manager 
Designer-architect, interior designer etc. 
SECTION 6 
FEP.SIBILITY: Et1BLA ~s PROFILE 
6-1 DISCUSSION OF Ef,iBU\ 1 S GOi\LS AND OBJECTIVES 
A review of Embla's goals and objectives as established for the 
Embla Developmental Phase was made by the investigators. In 
light of the overview of the renovations business in Winnipegs 
it is felt that there should be a shift in emphasis in establi-
shing principle goals for Embla 1 s Operational Phase. 
The principle goals of Embla 1 s Developmental Phase as originally 
established were as follows: 
1. To assist low and fixed income people with housing 
repairs by providing free labour and offering 
information on loans and grants to cover materials. 
2. To provide employl:lent and on-the-job experience 
for three women carpenters in the fields of 
renovation, l:larketing, management and accounts.l 
The originally submitted program also included a number of 
short and long term project objectives, the last of which Has: 
••• to eventually operate a col:lmerci~lly viable and 
self-sustaining carpentry business.J. 
It is felt by the investigators that if this last objective is 
to be achieved, given the positive but competitive nature of 
the renovations business, it must now become of primary concern 
to the group. Following are suggested principle goals for 
1. Schedule 1 - Application for funding under locai 
Employment P·.ssistance Program, January 4 1978. 
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Enb1a's Operational Phase listed in suggested order of 
priority: 
1. TO PROVIDE Et·lPLOYi"!ENT AND ON-THE-JOB EXPERIErJCE FOR PROJECT 
STAFF IN THE FIELDS OF RENOVATION, t':ARKETH1G, l·lJ~NAGE!v!E!H, 
AND l\CCOUNTS. 
2. TO OPERfl,TE A COP1!·1ERCIALLY VIABLE AND SELF-SUST.IUNING 
CARPENTRY BUSINESS. 
On-the-job training and experience for project staff must occur 
before the group can successfully compete for business in either 
r'tarkets B or C as defined in Section 5. Quality of workmanship 
and carpentry skills Vlere of primary importance to success in 
discussions with people familiar with the business. This on-
site exposure is additionally important in the field of reno-
vation because each job must be tailor made to suite the parti-
cular circumstances of the existing infrastructure of the 
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building. Not only basic skilis rust be learned, but versatility 
and adaptability must also be developed for success in renovations. 
This suggests that Embla must place first priority on training 
the present personnel by on-site exposure in order to be able 
to achieve the second goal of self-sufficiency. 
A new set of secondary objectives should be developed for the 
Operational Phase based on the primary goals as set out. 
6-2 H',EL!'. ?ROFILE AND AREPS FOR !·'lODIFIC.t.TION 
A comparison between Embla's current structure and profile, and 
information aathered on established comoanies in the renovation 
business suggests several areas of change for Embla. 
a) Structure 
t·Jhere companies hire apprentice level carpenters, it seens they 
are almost exclusively assigned to qualified carpenters on a 
1:1 ratio. Embla's current 1:3 ratio (one journeynan to three 
trainees) may require modification if effective training is 
going to take place. A suggested minimum ratio vwuld be 1:2 
with 1:1 being the ideal. 
Additionally~ business management is viewed as a definite and 
separate component of an overall opera-c10n. Very small businesses 
operated without office support staff. These were, however, cases 
v,rhere the individua1s involved were already skil1ed and competent 
carpenters. There may be a need for Embla to separate actual 
on-site carpentry activities from marketing, management! and 
accounts. This could be done in one of tvm wc.ys, the first 
being the most preferable: first, hiring of office management 
personnel or management services and, second, allocation of one 
of Embla 1 s existing personnel to this role. The latter would, 
however, compromise the basic goal of achieving carpentry skills 
for all the program participants and would not solve the need for 
basic clerical skills. It is therefore not a recommended 
alternative. Two modified structural options are summarized 
belmi!: 
Option 1 (preferred) 
Ratio of 1:2 JoUl~neyman:Trainee 
Hiring of office management personnel or 
services 
Resultant Structure: 
2 Journeyr:-ten - full time 
4 Trainees - full time 
1 Management, Co-ordination, 
Office Person (possibly part-time) 
or 
mri ng r.anagement services as 
required. 
Option 2 (not recommended) 
Ratio of 1:2 Journevman:Trainee 
Allocation of one of Emb1a's present 
participants to office management role 
Resultant Structure: 
b) Services Offered 
1 Journeyman - full tine 
2 Trainees - full time 
1 r~anagement, Co-ordination person 
and hiring of clerical skilis 
as required. 
.A second area where Err:bla 1 s present profile clearly does not 
match up with other businesses is actual services offered. A11 
individuals in the renovation business had established sub-
contracting arrangements with the other trades. Renovation 
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work often requires input from a cross-section of trades in order 
to complete any particular job. Establishment of contacts with 
other trades is strongly reco~mended. 
6-3 CGrlSTRAINTS TO SUCCESS 
In carrying out this study it v-1as possible to detail a forwat 
for identifying potential constraints to Ernbla 1 s success. It 
is presented below in point form and should be reviewed 
periodically by Eriibla to assist in monitoring and pinpointing 
problem areas: 
a) Internal Constraints 
i) Structure and organization, 
Rationalizing training and fiianagement needs. 
ii) Cor,mitment to goals, 
Setting priorities respecting self-sufficiency. 
iii) Personal motivation. 
iv) Carpentry skills and abilities. 
b) External Constraints 
General economic climate. 
lLO 
i) 
i i) ,li,v<ai~eness of the genera 1 problems of the renovation business 
(as presented in Section 4). 
iii ) 
iv) 
v) 
Understanding of the market demands. 
Availability of Financing 
(not a problem orovided LEAP fundina is available during 
tr~nsition to ~e1f sufficiency). -
Pl~ejudi ce against women in the trades. 
6-4 GVERALL i".,li.RKET POTENTIAL 
All indications are that the renovation market is an expanding 
one. Discussion in Sections 2 and 4 support this general 
statement and also suggest that the nature of renovation acti-
vities rnay be under-going a subtle shift. The traditional 
basement finishing and additions to houses are still occurring. 
However, additionally the purchase and comprehensive rehabili-
tation and upgrading of older properties is also occurring at 
an increasing level in Winnipeg. 
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Embla is facing a transition period and it is only sensible to 
relate Embla to the demand for services as indicated in the 
market analysis. This study was able to identify a large and 
increasing demand for renovation services in general in Winnipeg 
and was able to outline a preliminary classification system (Section 5) 
identifying components of this general market. However, vdth the time 
and resources available, it is unable to direct Embla, with 
confidence, to specific components of the overall warket. 
It is felt that a modified Enb1a profile, as outlined earlier 
in this Section, vli 11 pro vi de satisfactory basic structure for 
5~bla 1 s i~ediate future, both in terms of the demand in the 
general renovations market and in comparison with other reno-
vation businesses. It is, however, highly recolTh~ended that 
additional time be spent on refining and understanding the 
general market components, using the preliminary classification 
system, so that Embla can begin to really focus on the winning 
combination both in terms of oersonal intere ts and market 
C:esc.nd. It is, in fact, aoorooriate that th s more detailed work 
not be undertaken until Emb~a has more exper ence participating 
in the general market. 
SECTION 7 
CONCLUS I OtiS ~ 
REC0'1f,1Etm~:TI or:s 
7-1 CONCLUSIONS 
1. There will be an increasino market for renovation/rehabili-
tation activity in \·!innipeg although probably not on the 
scale of some other places such as Toronto. 
2. There appear to be seasonal variations related to different 
types of work, ie .. interior alterations being more orevalent 
in \'linter months, oarti cul ar1y January to ,u,oril and declining 
in the summer; exterior a 1 tera.ti ons and additions shovli no 
reverse trends. This should not present Jroblems for com: 
panies such as Embla if the work load is carefully managed 
and work is aggressively solicited during slow periods. 
3. The volume of annual renovation activity estimated in this 
report ( $i3 mi 11 ion) suggests that the narket can bear entry 
of nev1 como ani es such as Emb 1 a, a lthouah cor:Jetiti on for 
business is iike1y to be keen. -
4. In developing an optimun or9anizational structure and defining 
functions for c. new company the foll 01dng factors v:ere 
considered imoortant: 
Develooino c. network of contacts and 'word of mouth 
referal.'. 
- Developing linkages with subcontractors. 
- Gradual growth based on analysis of the market. 
- Good v,rorkr1anshio and client service. 
- Diversification of functions. 
5. If Embla is to achieve its stated objectives, a healthy 
balance must be souaht between low income, oovernment 
program related and-private work. The seiettion of work in 
two former areas must be closely related to training needs and 
a realistic proportion of time must be devoted to private work 
if the objective of ultimate viability and self-sufficiency as 
a orivate company is to be ac~ieved. 
7-2 RECGrl:·lEf· 1DATIONS 
Recommendations Related to Goals 
Adaption of the following aoals for Operational Phase in order 
of oriority: 
1. To orovide employment and on-the-job experience for project 
staff in the fields of renovation, narketin9, management, 
and c.ccounts. 
2. To operate a commercially viable and self-sustaining 
caroentry business. 
Recommendations Related to Oraanization Structure and Functions 
3. Adoption of a 1:2 ratio of Journeyman to Trainee. 
4. Adoption o~ Option 1 as outlined in Section 6, Part 6 - 2. 
5. After the above modifications, adoption o~ a no or slow 
growth nolicy until self-sufficiency reached. 
6. Establishment of caoital funding for can·vi no costs re 1, a ted 
-'- • .J.. I . r h d • . . ~ • r ' .D .c-; • 1 l..O pn va L-2 vorr~ tnroug. a ·,1 ustnent OT LcH. 11 nanc1 a, 
arranrement or independently raised loan caoital. 
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7. Emohasis on diversification of functions and services offered 
to orosoective clients. 
~arket Involvement Recommendations 
8. First oriority to Embla pai~ticioation in the Private ~larket C 
on a comoetitive basis. Use of LEA 0 fundino to supolement 
actual labour costs over and above coino market rates. 
9. Develooment of an on9oin0 orol'1otiona1 campa1gn to comrlir1ent 
8 c.bove. 
10. Close r1onitoring of oublic aoencies involved in Market P and 
second priority to particioation if opportunities arise. 
11. Use of F;~ee Labour r1arket f, as lc:st Driority, as tine DelT"!its 
or as training needs require. 
12. Develooment of selection criteria to aoply to reouests for 
I·Jork in '':ar!:et li above based on tra.ininn needs first, needs 
apolicant second. 
13. Establishment of tar9et split betl•:·een activities in r·~arket P 
and '\arkets B and C based on time spent on-site resoecti vely. 
Possible tar~et for last E no. 
of lst year of Operational 
Phase. 
Possible target for last 6 non. 
of 2nd yea~ of Onerational 
Phase 
Q_~co8r.:en ded f:·-.ddi ti: n =.l .~ ct i \ri ties 
50~ of time scent 
on t1c.rket B & C 
activities. 
- LEAP funding suoolementin0 
cos~s as recuired 
- loo~ of tine soent 
on f.~arket B &: C 
c:ctivities. 
- LEAP funding supplementing 
costs as required 
ld Evalu2tion o7 nrogress at e~~ of 1st 6 mon~1s of Goerationa1 
Phase. 
15. fiaintenance of conoleted oroject orofiles includino ~he 
fo ll m:i n(J: 
locations, client profile, general oropertv details 
- ohotos - before and after 
sunC:ary sheet of soecifications of project (construction 
details, costs, etc.) 
16. Exoc.nded a:1c.ivsis of ceneral market components c.s cetai!ed 
1. . ~~ ~: - 5 . D- ~ = 3 n ..-cc:..;O:I , , c:.rt... ..;- • 
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17. Investigation of feasibility of eventual Emb1a involvenent 
in creatine housino rehabilitation activities throuoh purchase 
and resale-of proo~rties. Includina a travel budge~ to survey 
and interview known successful renovation companies in other 
Canadian centres - notably Toronto and Ottawa. 
APPENDIX A 
DEFHHTIONS AiW GENEAAL 
WFORI"JHlOi{ 
DEFIIHTI ON OF TERNS 
When used in reference to housing, the terms rehabilitation, 
renovation, repair, remodelling etc. are often vaguely defined. 
The fo11m'ling definitions are based on a cursory survey of 
rehabilitation literature a~d they provide a framework within 
a housing context. Even t.Jroughout the body of this report 
te1Ams are not used in the strictest sense of the defi ni ti ons, 
however acceptance of some basic limits in the use of words 
is icportant. 
REPAIRS: means reconc1~1oning due to age or damage rather 
than replacing or c;~anging basic components of the 
property; general property maintenance (i.e. replacing 
worn floorboards etc.) 
RE1WVJi.TI o;~s: means gen,2ra 1 restyling or updating of particular 
component of the property (i.e. replacing kitchen, bathroom 
etc.); adding livi~g space (i.e. rec.room). Other terms; 
remodelling, reconditioning. 
REHABILITATIQt{: means restyling and uooa-c1no of all or most 
components of the property. Tvw types of rehabi 1 itati on 
can be identified: 
a) fundamental rehabilitation -with the objective of 
overall property upgrading (i.e. \'liring, plumbing, 
foundations etc.) 
b) cosmetic rehabilitation - with an objective of 
suoerficial uporadina often masking rather than dea1ing 
with the mo;~e b2,S i C needs of the property. 
RESTORATION: means recreating features of historic or 
architectural merit with the objective of maintaining 
elements of authenticity conservation and preservation. 
n-1 
Table A-1 
CHRP PROGPJ\1~ - REPAIR ACTIVITIES RELATED TO AGE OF 
HOUSE 1975 - JUNE 1976 
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Source: M.H.R.C. Final Analysis of the 1975-76 Critical Home Reo~ir 
Program (CHRP), Inter-departmental l'temo,sept.1976. 
t·lap 1: URBAf~ GROHTH PATTER[i (Plate 4) 
Only one copy of this multi-coloured map was available and 
therefore it is not contained herein. It has been given to 
Emb1a as it is too expensive to reproduce. 1~ 1s a map of 
Hinnipeg, ex~racted from The f'Ietrooolitan DeveloPment Plan 
(1968) and identifies the time of construction of different 
parts of \~innipeg from Drt:-1872 to 1966. It provides a quick 
visual reference for the age of housing stock. 
tl;ap 2: DISTRIBUTION OF JHi'iER OCCUPIED m~ELLHW UNITS 
This map has been prepared for Embla's general information from 
1976 Census data which i1as not yet been finally released. 
Access to the material was possible through the City of \·!innipeg 
Department of Environmer,tal Planning. The map provides an up 
to date visual surrunary of Hinnipeg housing stock viith respect 
to owner occupancy, an important factor in the horile renovations 
business. 
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Winnipeg Tribune, May 13. 1978 
2y De.riens ivfee.kin 
Tri!:,urrs Business Writer 
_::., group of university stu-
der.ts will put their academ-
ic Ill'1o~v;·-how to practical use 
'el-i:;, summer in. a federallY-
f:.:.:::ced program to offer 
s;:-;all busir:esses consultL'1£ 
se:.ices at a nominal fee. v 
The program is called the 
;,:::SA Student Management 
0::.:-:Sulting Service. -
?or the past six years it 
:-:.:s _'::Je~n under th~ a':lspices 
o: tne raculty of aaw-.lnlstra-
~·.·e smd.ies at the University 
a: \'I.anitoba. 
The 10 students involved 
::z;e all completed their first 
ys2.r in the master of busi-
:-:ess adm.L.J.istration oro;;:ram 
c ['l.e:- rec:ei\~ing degrees h"1. 
:teir own fie1ds. 
They hope to work with 40 
~c 50 sc.all Cil!.d wediu.m-
s:zed fi.n:ru; in and around 
v\·br1ipeg '-'hich require ad-
Yic:e abom some aspect of 
:::eir operations. 
Smdents are paid under 
t:1e Student Te;npora..-y Em-
;;lcr:'"rLent Program for the 
ler:gth of the nro;;:ram. 
,,·b.ich bee:an l'vlav i a_;d •nll 
rue for 16 'veekS. 
Last year. students man-
aged to (:umplete 30 proj-
ects~ ";r·ruc:t ~vere met Vtith 
so::ne Yery positive response 
from bus:nessmen who 
enrolled. 
.t.:~ccorcii::g tc Dew-J.s -~11-
de:::son. faculty director. the 
student consulting ser;;ice 
may be e·,'en more popuia!' 
than ever this year. 
Objectives of the student 
consu:lting program are to 
offer a consulting senice to 
small and medium-sized bu-
sinesses that may not be able 
to afford professional con-
sultants. and at the same 
ti;ne to provide students 
'.vith a :1seful learning expe-
rience. 
Businesses are eligible if 
they are ::-Janitoba-oV~-ned 
and located. employ no 
mo::-e than 75 neonle. a.'1d 
generate no more . than $3 
million in sales. 
Businessmen applymg are 
asked to indicate the areas of 
their opere;.~io!lS they vrould 
like assessed - sales. ac-
comting. persofuzel. plan-
r:ii-:g or mar-keting. 
The client controls mcst of 
the information. so it's i.'TI-
porL3Jlt for the students to 
Eain his co-operation. 
- B:2sinessmen are giv·en full 
assurance that all informa-
tion about their o:Je.carions 
will be handled L.'1 ·t..l-J.e stric-
~est confidence. 
A typical project might 
take two to four student-
weeks. said Dr. _!uJderson.' 
The student consultant 
v-:ill prepare a final report 
witt Lhe help of one or sev-
eral f;:culty advisers and sub-
mit it to the businessma11 re-
viewed. 
The cost of the service is 
. Sl50. half payable before 
start of the project and the 
remai;;der after the ;-eport is 
submitted. 
This year. the same 
number of students as be-
fo;-e ;.vill be attemptit1g to 
complete at least 20 more 
projects, said .Dr. Anderson. 
In the past. studeniS tend-
ed to take too much time trv-
ing to solve all the problems 
businessmen listed. But t!ois 
year they v.ill e·>aluate ilie 
applications and stick only to 
priorities. 
Also. it's hoped w.'lat stu-
dents can be teamed up to 
handle trcee or four ;xciects 
which rna' be similar ill na.-
mre. 
A-6 
Dr. .t,;.'1derson stressed ttat 
the pro2ram is not designed 
to underrr:.ine professional 
consultants. 
Iviore information abo;.:t 
the program can be obtained 
"j~ v~~ting ~o th~ ~~cul:y 0£ 
aG.mlD!:::tratr.:e stua1es. Uni-
~:ersity of ~1Ianitoba. or call-
ing 474-9143. 
f:.PPEiWI X B 
Surma.ry C.ri.R.P. Program 
Total orogram S volune 
Fall 75 - Spring 77 
Tote.l approved 
applications to Spring 77 
Total $ volume for fiscal 
year Spring 76 - Spring 77 
~innipeg S volums 
Fa11 73 -Spring 76 
Table B-1 
Provincial (in 51 ,OOO's) 
7 '751 
4,300 
1 ,070 
Source: M.H.R.C. Annual ?eport 1976 - 1977 and M.H.R.C. Inter-
departrlental I/terrlo -Sept. 1976 .. 
Sumary RRAD Prooram 
Centennial ,HP area 
St. 3oniface ~IP 
:wrth Point Douglas 
Total Winnipeg S volume 
1973-1978 
Tc.ble B-2 
SDent tJ 
Jate 
654 
l ,453 
.... . ~ ( . ;-eoeral 1n 
r[,.pDroved Loans 
to De.te 
782 
1103 
2,073 
5'95 
3,526 
SS,657 
Source: From discussion with RRAP personnel in \Hnnipeg. 
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~;.. r __ r ~ :-:-
'; ... I~~[':::...' 
"-.:::::- t.. '"'~ L 
~2.:-i2· ir. :'7--. 2: :-.J-:-:t 1-:suiauo:-. f-c..J.: 
p;-:r_;.:3.r:-J \~·.::..s 2.7";:10:.JJ,ctd by Energy 
\li;:is:eL . .:....:::.s:2::- Gillespie 2nd l-~":l~ii 
:~ .. ffcirs \i~T"lister. _.;.;idle':: OuelieL to 2.ssist 
r;C\:...:se"r~J!ders i::-: ?~i:-;:t Ed\>. ard !s~cnd c.nd 
~c\·c. S::c-:ia. ]Ti ::::~e\·~c.:l7":; their 1"':1&h 
=~r:::gy ccs:.s. J!-,:: Ho:71e 1r:suls.tion 
?rof:T2i7l1n P.E.L ::.;;d ~o\:c S:o11a is 
cd:-:1in~sltTeC b:• C\lHC through i~s 
regic:;;.3.) c~:-il:es 1~ Ch2rlonetO\'-'iL P.EJ. 
2-r:C G~Ef.:::x c~<: 5:· d::ey. ~o\·a S:ot~::.. 
se:r-G:.)J::: v. c:rk is ;::c\:ered by cii:-ec~ gTcnt 
lG t!-.e ho~5e~oiCe:- of up 10 S350 znj_ if 
the -.-:::oJL i5 Q,)TJ't ~y 3 CO:llT2.ClO:-. one-
~h\:-d ofi.J-":: cos: is r-2.id 2s 2 g.:-an:~ v.:ilh 2 
rr:~>..imuTn ofS::C!·~~ \ios: houleS in the 
:\1 .. o p:o\·~;:ces h2\·e in3d::q:Ja~e insulation 
c.nj i: is es:i!71aled lh2.I l~e 2Yei2:fe s2.ving 
.. _._.iL b~ ~~· ;--::' c:::-:: 2fLer fu1: ]r-;s:.:L:.:ion. 
Ei;.;~t<e \:..·c.;-~: cc~s:s ~nciude i.he: i:1s~l::ilion 
c-,:"' c:::::;~;. :2.~::~,-er;~ ·-.<:c.:l~ and cjD\·e-g:rc.de 
.. :. ~::~. \; ~::.~:-:::--s::-:~:--i:lf.. :2~1ki"'f.· a:~d 
:--:-.:..:::i~"<~ f":.: .. :~:-,; ~.:.::: .. SlGfr:! ~v.,·i:-l2,:yv;s C7ld 
C-:.<~:-s 1_ .. ~l.:· TTJ2i.~:-:::~~ :..:':::d ~ll!.Sl ~e 
..::--;-,:·~~-,:~: =-~~ C\~=-:::-. H-:<1!~~\;.·~e:rs .. 
::::--;~:-.l~ ~=-:d l.:r:.:;~:-:s i:-. bu~id~::;s of:hree 
Slo~eys o:-1e~s :::.r:: el~t:ibie for f_r2.nl 
T~t re~:;;::.;:s:: t-y 1he Tts1dt;1lS ofP.E.L 
c.:-.C: \:,··.~ S:::i.::. f-1::s 2·ee::-~ e\ctl:e;-1~. By 
::-::: ~:-.j c: .. "\c·\:::-.·.~,~r in Pr1iJ::: ~d\\3Td 
2~~!.t<~c~ ·rL--':T:::-0\.':J:::rs ha\·e zppli-:-d fo; the 
;.:-::.n:~ ~ -.s:~ c.;-:;--~i:::nlor:s ha\·e 2e::-n 
~r;--c'\·::c. c.~d JC,~:--: f.~c.n!~ pcid. In ~~0\'2 
S:c.: :c... o:~ ~ ~- .1 J ~ h om::o~).. ;~:::~s. 5 E per ceni. 
r.~-..:: :-~q-..;::s:::C ;;:--; ~;';;Iic211or:. 1 9 .. 238 
:;.:-;;:-:::::.:1·:.-:--:.s ·:-:c\;:- t,:-~::~ c.p~JO'-·eC and 
~<· .. :::':' :;:-cl~ls ;::2.i::. The l-tdercl 
£:C'\ :::-:-:~-.::::-:: :-ecenliy ex1ended f u:-,d1:;g 
..:ndec ;his rrc';~2m by some S28.S million. 
T!J:: J::::ej 1c s2ve er;::rgy is ciec-;- z.nd al 
. . . . . . . . 
·.~:s li~J~ co::se:-\·zl:C:J.: !5= 1-::ss ccsr.:y tnc..n 
: -...,-:: ;-,i·:n is:o:, o:- n::·v. ene:-gy S"Jpp:1es. 
-.:-r:..;s \;, ;--..:--; :.:-,:: ;-<·o~ .. :::-: s:;:c-ess o~the 
II ' 
!'"TCjS rr1q 
~1a:-itime Pro\·:nces. ~ ne-..;. prog;-cm v:as 
desig71ed 10 mc.ke fi1.c.ncia1 2ssis12.nce for 
home i71sulci.loil a\·c.~:.::ble 10 hcn.:.5ehoiders 
across the coun1ry. The C.ancdi2.n Home 
Insulai.ion Prog<c.m (CHlPI will be in 
effect fo:- seYen years durin& v. hich ho7n:::s 
compieled t-efo:-e Sep1ember L 19-:7_ will 
be: eii;ible for c. ~rant. 
.~lthe pre~eratime. ho·~·eYtL only 
older homes q:Jc.1ify: those built before 
192! i;: ?'e\r. BrunS\\·ick. Qutbec. Ontario. 
~\1ani10":::2.. c.1~C: S::sk:::L-:he\\ cE. cnC lhose 
buii1 before: 0 ~1 ::: :\"ev..·foend:2.nd. 
.A .. lbertz.. Bri~ish Coli..:rn212.. 1he Y:Jkon 2nd 
~orth~v:esl Te:-riLvr1es. The prc1;:-zrr:.s in 
P.E.I. end ~OY2 S:o1ic are un:=ffe:1ed by 
CHIP. 
\\~jt.hir, lhe ~:-es.en1 elif.ibi!ity iiml~s. 
approAiTT:2l ely :c ~~e:- :enl oft he housing 
stock c:-:n b~n::-11: fro~ the CHIP Pro.;rc.r7L 
The prOYinces or (;u~~·e: 3n j .-:· .. lb~rlc 
t.aYe recer.tiy jJ)neC CHIP. In Qt.:~bec. 
.305~000 ch-.·elii::g.s t..:r:::s 2.:--e ir71:7.=:diately 
eEg!blt for CHIP f.:-:::.:-::s. \:~·f:.:'TC2.S. iil 
.A.1ben.z. 104.00Cr e:Ji~5- ere ~1if::G:e. 
The QU21ifyi::_;: C:::e~ v.-in f~2j~..:.;1i~ be 
shif1ed 2.s ::lore insui::.:ion Je::c:T!.es 
a\·ailabl:: 10 :::ncom:-'255 all ho:.:s!Tlg 
compie1ed prior 10 5::;-,Ltr:-JJ:::r 19"71. Th::r:: 
are l\\ o mc.in re.::.soT!s foJ p~.::.sing the 
P:-ogrcG in I his rr:c;-.!1e;-: the limi:ed 
s~pply ofinsu:cl),,J:- I7'l.::i.e:--ial c.nd 1he 
lirr,lTed funds 3\"2iicb1e. :~.solder homes 
are generally 1h~ most poorly insuJa1ed. 
they v:e1e choser: 10 ~ec-ome e1i&1ble a~L 1he 
befinning ofLhe progrc.rr::. 
Und::r CH1P. :h:: lic~:J.seho1der ccn 
1e~e!\'e up 10 53.:'(1 ~2\.imum p2~,·men1 in 
the for;J; of 2 :3.\.~j::: f.:'"C.:Jt i.O co\.·e:-tv..·o-
lhiJds oft he ccs: o;~ C\1HC .::.~proYeC 
1nsu1ction ~c:eric!3 fo: us~ ir: v:c.l!s. 
ceilings. bc.s;eme:-,I \<.21ls. or floors O\·e:r 
unhealed s~c.:es_ G:--c.r:l5 are apPlicable to 
2.1ls::Jf-ccrHain~d :..::1lts e5ed for 
pe:--mc.:;en: resi:=t)}cy. c.s v~·encs hos1e1z.nd 
do;miLo:--y un:rs C\-,_:.·J:::C end opera~ed by 
c:-:e:.ritc.21::. p'Jbiic. o~ no::-p;ofit 
-------·--
OTf:G.nizatior:.s~ in buildi;-!gs of ·~h:-ee sto:-:::- s 
or less._.;_!) 1enure tyr-es ~o-..:.:ne:--. Io:--<:;:;.:-:. 
~e:~an:. e1c.J a1e elig;b1e. T~:: ;rc.:--1·, ~::;:1:: 
o mc.xir:1um S350 :oe;- uni·l fo; Ce:c:r,ej. 
sem~-d=~ached and TO\•; L.ni:s: 
o. ma).imum S200 per uTlic for seif-
conla!ned apartments in bui1dlf1;s of:. 
or less u:Iits: 
o. maximum ofS150;:;erur;it fors::li-
con:ciJ~e2 CI"lc.7""lr:ie:Jl5 i:-1 b~:~c;::f.s: o: 
mo;-e Lha.n f. ~ni:s: 
Q. ~2\.li7'"J~iTl S7C re:- jeCJOJITJ fo:- hos·Le: 
and do;-mitory U;li~s-
_-\: 1ne r~:::s::nili'Tle. CniP is 
adiTlinls:::;-ed frorr. \1o::::::c.l off::·es by-.. 
c::ntral OTf?.nizatio~ \\ h!:r-: r::-:2.:-;~~::s Iht 
pro>.·idinf: ofinfo:mc:io:-: and tht 
proc:::ssing ofc.pplicatioils.l~p lC :!-.e 
b::-ginning of Dece:-nbe: 197-. b-.~3~ 
infoTma:lor; klts had b-etn s::nl 'J:.:·~. A .. s 
v.-el12.s an appE~2.1!on fo:-m. l~'l::- ki: 
i~ciu:i::s ar. E~ERS_.;. \'E ~:...:e_s:;c.;.:J2::-:: 
Th:: c.ns;. .. ·ers 10 tht ~:..:::s:io:-::s p:._""'\ id=::: 
CGinp:-e~ens}\·e o-.1:~!iie of:~:: ~-~:'.;.St 
S!TUCtu:--e enG ~1"::-S:.::;'"l: i:--:s:J::::iDr: :=-;, ::ls. 
Ti-:e ques:io::.nair:: is jf;~~:e::: lC' o:~~2v~·c :o:-
p:--o.:-esslng and t!ie hous::;,oid::; :-e:~]\·es c. 
ccmpu1e:-- pii~touL offe:irlf s'J_;g~slions o:: 
adG)~f ins:J12.tion 2:1d o:he:- :::-:e-_;y 
co::ser\·ir:g :-:;:-.::s:.1:--es. 
I~ !s :::c:-1~.· ye: to :;:-;..:r;-lp~ tc ·_::;e :r:e 
suc:ess o~~i.~:: ~7c;rc.rr... 2.51l c,:-:::: ::.;-r-: =--~ 
10 i:--L~Ul3!io;: .... ~. ori-.. comr;::-1eC cf:e;-
S·::f·lt:T.~er is~. cud 2.;"1p.1icc.:io:-. ,:2.:-; c:r:::. t:: 
;--n.ad:: 2.f1e:- ~;J::- ::lcle:--ials 2:--:: ;' ... -:--.:-~.::.'::-d. OT 
v.o:--k CO:J1'0]el::C.. I~ is ~o:-~ed ·l:-:c: 
C.::r::::j:2r:~ ._:.·ili :-::-s~und :.o :n:: !~~~-=:-;:~\-::­
c.7ld 11c.: 2 f:""'~zjo:- po-:--1i:::;:: o:·~:-.::: ~:J·...:s:r:f 
s:o:k \\·1~: 2::: l . .:;';:-.::j~C.l~~.i..JL:~i.J:-. is 
ce1::::..in!y c d::sir.::bl:: ir;Yes:;:-;~!1: cs f!..li: r::-
insulc.tiun can C!..:: resid::T"i:ia: :-.e:c.:;:-:; 
en:::rgy deTrJs.nd "by;,- ~e: c~rJ: c Cc:-;2,:::::.1 
hon1e gi\·ii!& 2\-=:!:::f~ sc.\·:-~;s o·-s~ ~~=· c 
ye2.r. "v:ilt pz:,·"j::::~~ c~-1:-;:: :-~-:-:~:.::::::io:-: 
COSl i~ :Jnde;- ;'!'.·:: ~· ~.:::--~ ::.: :-..:!~:::-1: :::-::::7"_;~, 
prices. 
.A. t i.l-:~ ;-ectnl federa1/orovincia1 energy 
m::e~ing chaired by .A..12.siair Gillespie_ 
Energy_ ~vlines and Resources !'.1iniste~, he 
s;21ec th.::.; ""both ievels of go,·ernmem 
v. e:-e soli diy corrunitted 10 taking eff ecti\.re 
cor:ser\'at!or: mec..sures \vith 1heir 
resp::c:r·-;e _TU:-lsdictions. 
The federal energy minister agreed 10 
r:::mo,·e 1he four preconditions for 
Provinces 
Ne"ioundland 
Terre-Neuve 
Ne·"""· 5rur.swick 
Nouveau-Brunswick 
On~ario 
Saskctchewan 
5riiisn Co!umo:a. 
Col om bie-bri~c. n n icue 
:--.!WT/TNO 
Yukon 
To: a I Canace 
provincial panicipznion in CHI? \q:. 
adoption of ihe1m.::l efficiency stand.?rds 
in the tnJlidiDg code and reduced speed 
iirr.ltsJ in return for the provinces 
O\.e;v;he1ming: support of the principies 
in\'o]ved. 
In addition. Crban Affairs \1inister. 
Andre Ouellei.. announced thal CMHC 
will be conducting discussions with the 
ACT!V!TIC:S (1 Sept.-25 Nov.1977) 
I Cia! n~. of kits 
reoues1ed 
D::ss:ers cemcndes 
1.356 
4.926 
4.016 
2.961 
10.211 
23 
15 
194 
65.580 
Aop!ications 
received 
Appi1cations recues 
89 
473 
3,189 
339 
-:63 
842 
Source: Tabie A-i anc' Table E /Tableau P..-'1 e~ Tableau E 
Ope;a-:ion F:e;:to."7- Co:1aCiar. l-iome lnst;lation Program 
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pro\·inces in ·~he :-1~a.r fui.u;-e or~ ·d::: 
inlegrallO;i offederci end pr0\1nci2: 
efforts to r;-or:;ole home ins:ulcuo:~. 
impro\~rnents in Lhe CHIP prC!f.7"2.iTL .::f1: 
de\·eioprr1ent of consuiTier proleclion. 
r?repared oy Yvon;~e \'an Ruskerl\eic. 
research officer for the Office of En::-£\. 
Consenation. Desa~tme;~\ of En erg:,~­
Mines and Resour:::es. 0~12.wa). 
No of Gro.nts 
No. oe subsi:::es 
16 
~64 
.450 
148 
6: 
431 
2.270 
Rc:.;Joori cf"Activiu§s: ?rog:-amr71e d'!soia.tion thermique des resi~en::es c:.na:iiennes 
,~.,poerL:;Ice H~\'SA-2 i -! 2-i S 77. (Heali.h. VVelfare and So::ia.: A~7o.i:-s Commi!tee. 
Com it€ Ce 12 sante. bien-Etre soc;ai e: affaires socia.les) 
CITY OF Uii~~HPEG NOil-PROFIT HOUSI.1G CORPORATIO:i 
Tribune, f·'!ay 12, 1978 
re: Winnipeg Rehabilitation Housing Corporation 
The city's newly-formed 
V\ .. inLioee Rebcbilitatlon 
Hou;:in£ Co, ..,oration v.ill 
ha\~e ne-~- rules to deal v;ith 
-,:;-ten i: sa:.~:;es a Ditch for 
'o.~c-caJ hc1r- to ;;llinc" i•s 
.L.\o.u-...... Ll."-'Lj) .. · ~ u ._ ... 
p;:ogram.. 
The :':ederal govemment 
has i·:lst droD:.ed its procram 
of Providing lo\,:interest 
isa:;s to neD-profit housing 
CO:-;J0:"2.tiOc;S, 2J'1Q will i.J."l-
s:ead guar@tee the loans 
:t-2 co:porations get from 
p;:-;·,·ate ~er..0ers such as 
bz:-J.::s end :.!~ com:;arJes. 
Go::e .:::_s:o is the- direct 
g:a:1.t o£ :.:.p ro 10 per ceut of 
:he capi:a.i cost of non-profit 
;:,rojects. 
:-:~:saG.~ Ottz.\;~a is offeiing 
a~ iu:er-es: reduction gra.11t 
wh.ich \~-ill enswe that the 
::o::-;o:·::-a::or:. c:c.r: pay its mort-
g~g.e pa~~=:J.ents and operat-
:n£ coEts '"V'.i'Jlout pushinE: 
-,':;-, ;:; hoyc -c,-,·'"n'o; <>b'·u·,_:: ~ ----~!..- ..... v - ~ ...... Ar,;u. """ ""'- )'. LJ 
:c pay-. 
The ci:y·s nGrl-profit cor .. 
;ro:-atior. '\\2.S appro .... ·ed U:1.2.i'"1-
i....TAOUS1y by (f)ful-Cil nearly a 
-,.- ·:- - - ·~ 
year ago. but to date has not 
rehabilitated one house. 
Council is still attempting 
to get :he Co::-J.Ser:ati':e pro-
virlcial go\'tornment to honor 
a pror7Jse of former prerrJer 
Ed Schreyer to give $1 mil-
lion to put the city corpora-
tion on its feet. 
The Lyon government 
hasn't exactly reneged on 
th.e Scrueyer promise, but 
sugges:ed in a letter to t.'le 
citY last month that the cor-
p::;ration should seek fundiilg 
sone~~·he:e else. 
The city has intended to 
use both the pro·\·i:tcial Sl 
rrJllion and federal funding 
for the corporation. Provin-
cial money "was to be used to 
buv up older homes Li the 
InDer Citv~ renair theiT.~.. 2.1.1d 
~1en sell tbem to }ocal farrJ.-
lies. :federal monev ·,;;ould 
be used to reDair homes 
v.i"Jch V\"OUld tben be rented 
bo;~- the non-n:lofit coroo:a-
:-1on to :er?nts. 
Fedsal reg~lajons in t.1.e 
past stbulated U.1at federal 
money received by non-prof-
it hoTU.sing corporations must 
be used on only rental hous-
ing_ 
The nev; reE""u.lations mo-di-
fy that some~hat. said Les 
Freuden!Je::-g, prcgr2.1-n man-
c_ger-social housing for Cen-
tral Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation~ L.1 an in~er\iew 
\Vednesday. They say t.'iat 
tenants of non-nrofit hollSing 
cor;>oration bo .. rrie.S can noW 
be gh:en an option to pur-
chase ··soi:"'.le\vhe.re do\;-n the 
pipe~--
~o de:cils ~~e ava~1c.ble on 
just how :jat woL:Jd work. 
~'Ir."F:-eudenberg- said. 
The ne"~ federal program 
must get the 2.greerr1ent of 
the D!'O\incial go\~crr1.ment 
-fr~ ciry~s E:t!:.-pro:it hous-
ing sche::1e v-;as borr~ at a 
time when stiffe::- citv fire 
safety CLld b:J.i}ding regl.lla-
tiO;IS v:·ere forcine. the clo-
SL:re of a number- f of low-
rent hol!.Sll"lE urJts in the 
Inner City. The housing co:--
pcrratlon -v-::as to be a v.·ay of 
B - !i 
prov~ding lov:-cost fru-nily-
housing ir the area. 
APPENDIX C 
BUILDING PERl~IT ANALYSIS 
BUILDING PERt,UT ANALYSIS 
Discussion of Sampling Procedures 
The sampling was limited to the complete calendar year, 1977 
in order to provide annual summaries and to monitor possible 
seasonal variations. The sample was drawn from the 6612 
t,iiscellaneous Permits issued in 1977 by recording all relevant 
permits issued on the first ten working days of each month. 
The selection criteria applied to determine relevance were 
subjective to some extent but basically included the following: 
-All single family renovation and 
repair activities either interior 
or exterior. 
-All residential addition activities 
(which are often basically new con-
struction but related to existing 
dwelling:; ) . 
All fire repair activities. 
The basics for selection was limited to the information about 
the nature of the proposed vJOrk actually recorded in the ledger. 
It was obvious as one progressed through the ledger that no 
set terms for description of the work VJere used. However, it 
is felt that the total of 860 permits actually recorded represents 
most of the permits from the first ten days of each month 
relevant for Embla. 
In order to convert the sample data to annual estimates a 
factor \oiaS calculated based on the sample proportion of the 
total number of working days in the year i.e. 2.116. 
C-1 
Taole C-1 
MISCELLN~EOUS BUILDING PERMITS: 
DETAIL SA!olPLE DRAW~ FOR ANALYSIS 
1977 PERIHTS 
Total Number of 
Miscellaneous Permits 1977 6612 
Estimated total nJmber of 
Reoair, Renovation and 
Al~erations Permits in 1977 
Total Sample Size 
1820 (approximated) 
860 
C-2 
Table C-3 
Total Renovations Building Permits in Sample by 
Permit Types and by Season ( 1977) 
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C-4 
II~PC 
Rooms 
Table C-4 
~~ Vu hws of r~r.novati on Bun eli nq penni ts in Su111pl c and 
__ ·in_ }·l~i _n_n_i_p~~tJ)Y_.l~S':YJn_g _}YJ15~_j_l SU_?) ____ _______ _ 
0 tlw r 
Interior 
/\'Iterations 
Total 1 lntrrior 
Interior I ~ Exterior Exterior 
Alterations Altr.riltions /\ltcrations 
Addit·ions j Fire 
to ~ . F. n . l~e ra i rs 
TOTAL 
---~~- ------------- --------------------+ --------- ·--------·-
yotal $Value. ! ... l 
111 Sample (l9T/) M1G.7 
in $1 ,000 's 
Est-inmted Total 
$Value in I $881.7 
vlinnipeq (1977) 
in $1 ,OOO's(x2.1l!G) 
A veraqe $ Valu£~ (19'17) I $H1ll 
-~----~- --- ---- --~-~ ----·------'-
$ 847.3 $ 1 2 6 4 . ,, $ 1 2 2 I ~> l 0 7 . 2 $1033.6 I $ 1Sl.4 $?67H.2 
-----j---- ------------1--------~lF----- ~- ---- -
$"1792.9 <h ') 711 7 •1) cG l.t. $ 2511.2 $ 226.8 $2lfl7.1 $ 320.4 11 $5667.1 
;;;;-~:::;:-~.~.::-;: 
~;2·1 r)o II $ 2075. 
"C-~-:.""-~d~~,~t ---·-- ·--- ~ -·-- 1~--- -
$/330 I $79~~-tliG2 
--~ -· -- ~ ---~----~~---
$ 4692 $?0Gl 
1. The$ splH bctl·teen rec roo111 and other interior alterutions hns been adjusted to compensate for 
chanqt:~s in n~conl b~0pinq sty-le~ in 1st half and ?nd half of 1077. The authors feel the roc room shnre of 
total ·inter·iot alterations, even as 11d;iusted, is on the lmt side and that otllet interior alterations still 
·inc·lude some rec room $'s. 
Source: /\nulysis of special smnple of C'ity of \linnipef] build·inq permit records for 1977. 
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APPENDIX D 
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY 
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY 
Discussion of Sampling Procedures 
A sub-sample of names v;as drawn from the larger sample of 860 
records drawn for the building permits analysis, using a 
cluster sampling technique. The purpose of cluster sampling 
approach is tvtofold: to reduce sample size to manageable 
proportions and to deal with time constraints. Cluster sampling 
is generally used when th2re are constraints of cost and time 
and vJhen no satisfactory sampling frame for the vvhole population 
exists. 
Since inner city permits represented only 30% of the total 
universe of 860 (See Table C-2) it V{aS decided to draw the 
sample from all five inn~r city areas (Lord Selkirk, Hidland, 
Ft. Rouge, Centennial, St.James) and dravv from four randomly 
selected suburban aJ~eas (St. Boniface, St. James/Assiniboia, 
East Kildonan, Assiniboine Park) as summarized in Table D-1. 
It Has decided to draw a 10% sample from the total universe 
of 860. In fact, eighty-four vvere dravm, as summarized in 
Table D-1 at this point. The procedure broke dovm somewhat as 
it becar:1e evident that full information on names and telephone 
number was not going to be readily available and as time 
advanced. In the end, a total of twenty-six interviev<S were 
coGpleted as indicated in Table 0-2. Due to the breakdown in 
procedures and the small numbers, it became impossible to 
document with confidence any i nne r-ei ty/suburban differences 
hov11ever, the overall resu1ts suggest the emergence of some 
definite trends. 
D-1 
Table D-1 
COtltl'iUf~ ITY COl'il~ITTEE AREAS - SA!>lPLE DRAHN 
Inner City Sample 
L. Selkirk 
Hi dl and 
Fort Rouge 
Centennial 
St. James 
Suburban Sample 
St. Boniface 
St. Jc.mes/Assiniboia 
East Kildonan 
Assiniboine Park 
Totals 
75 
44 
51 
24 
248 
79 
70 
102 
90 
341 
Sample 
(1 in 5) 
iS 
9 
10 
11 
5 
50 
(I i V) IOJ 
8 
7 
10 
9 
34 
84 
D-2 
Table D-2 
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY: SAMPLING DETAILS AND RESPONSE RATES 
Sano 1 e 
Drav:n from 
Buildino Permit Sanole 
Portion of Samole 
with nanes available 
Self 
Contractor 
Total 
Intervievs Attemoted 
Self 
Contractor 
Total 
Interviev1s Comoleted 
Self 
Cont ra.ctor 
Total 
Success Ra~e ( O' 7c of 
ct-c.2rnoted that vere 
coi'Jleted) 
Self 
Contractor 
Total 
Inner Ci tv 
50 
33 
14 
!+1 
17 (507; of 33) 
_lQ_( 70% of 14) 
27 
7 
,-
0 
13 
41 ~; 
sn~:, 
LLxo: 
' -" ;. 
Suburbs 
34 
26 
4 
30 
13 (50~~ of 26) 
4 (100~~ of 4) 
17 
10 
3 
13 
7n; 
7371 
76~1, 
Total 
84 
59 
18 
77 
30 
14 
l7 
c 
25 
56~{ 
645~ 
59~f 
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HOUSEHOLD S~RVEY 
TARUL.li.TTOr·; OF Rf="SULTS 
0 2. Work done in House. 
Self done renovations - (17 resoonses) 
Inner City: 
- rec room 
- rec room 
- sun oorch 
- new walls, windows, rear addition 
- new roof, insulation kitchen 
- rec room, bcsernent alterations 
Suburb: 
- rec room 
- rec room 
- rec roon 
- sun oorch, enlaroe livino roon 
- attached oarage 
- exterior front, straichten roo~, remodel interior 
- basenent partitions, rooms and storaoe 
- aara9e 
- insulate basenent 
- rec room 
- rec room 
Contracted renovations - (9 resoonses) 
Inner City: 
Suburb: 
- interior and exterior remodel 
- ceilings, rec room, bedroom, bat~room 
rewi ri n9, kitchen· ccbi nets, door-s and a 1 umi num windows, 
fence 
- roof repair (~ire) 
rehabed entire house exceot ~rane 
- insulate attic/basement, rec roo~. kitchen cabinets 
- rec room 
- rec room, office, bathroom 
- rec room, bathroom, laundry 
D-8 
()ues·ci on Number 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
D. 
Our.stion 
Has contractor 
hired? 
llov1 hen rei about 
contrnctor? 
Why chosE~ 
contractor? 
Number of est·imates 
received? 
Any une xre ctr. d 
? expenses. 
llovl \vas vmrk done? 
f~esponse Catenorirs 
____ j~e -~j_lf~!l.S.Q_ !)'e CJ~~!}_c j e s ______ 
1 
______ _ 
Self-none Contractec 
Renovations Renovations 
- ---·- ·----- --~---~·------· ------ -~----- -------~--~----------- -----------------------.....-
Yes ( s e lf h i rr. cl ) 
Yrs (hired by others) 
No 
nr.\'/S paper 
yellovl pacws 
referral 
T.V./racl·io 
llirecl by outside iHlP.ncy 
Cheap price 
Good reputation, interested 
& professional manner 
Random choice 
ll·irrd hy outside aqency 
1 
2 
3 
~ or more 
hi red by outside af!ency 
- nOll(~ 
Self 
yes 
no 
v1i th fanli ly and friends 
0 
0 
17 
-Ti-
N/A 
N/A 
~1/ A 
~1/ A 
tV A 
~II A 
N/A 
tl/ A 
N/A 
f-1/A 
N/f\ 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
~1/ A 
17 
G 
3 
0 
-9-
2 
l 
3 
1 
3 
10 
3 
2 
3 
-9 
1 
0 
4 
1 
3 
----g 
0 
9 
---9--
N/A 
0 
I 
~0 
OuPsUon Number 
8 fi 9 ( com h i n e d 
for contrnctor) 
14 for self 
only 
fh1es t ion 
What wns totnl cost 
of renovntion in 
1977? 
10 for contractor Problems 
encountered in 
15 for self doinq the work. 
--~-f~:2ll._t!l} s ~jje <Ll1_~0-~1_P.~s. __________ _ 
Response Cntenories Self-none ContrnctPd 
Renovations Renovations 
---~-·-·------~----~-----~-~------~------- -------~-~---------~~--------~~~-~-
none 
eli satisfied VIi th 
contractor 
vri ri n Cl 
plumbinn 
money 
t·i OlP. 
qovernment arJencies 
\vet~ther 
(multiple answers recorded) 
response h.l dn. response 
perrnit 
bldq. 
rermi t 
1\-$~) ,000 ~;1 .~oo 
? non 
? GOO 
:1,000 
4,000 
500 800 
1 on 1 ,000 
?,0()0 
200 
1 ,500 2,500 
300 
l '000 
?.,'100 
2,000 1 ,200 
Gnn 
700 
1 , ono 
'(fi)-;--····-
•1>L3,000 
10 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
~ 0 
··ric 
lG,OOO 1 0 '000 
? 
2,100 300 
3,500 3,~)00 
20,000 ., 0,000 
14,000 5,000 
l ,000 BOO 
5-10,000 '1,000 
6 ,000 ___ 1 ,500 
70,100 31 ,500 
penni t as 
declared plus 
123% 
5 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
--9 
c-J 
I 
--' 
C) 
__ ___ l~ e SJ?_(l n s e J~r~~-~~1_c ·j e s _______ _ 
~uestion Number nuestion Response Cateqories Self-Done Contracted 
Ren ons f~enovat-ions 
--------------------------------- -----------------------------------·--- -----·------ ·-------- ---- -----· 
11. Would they recomn~nd 
company? 
12 for contractor What done 
differently if 
16 for self had the chance? 
17. 
18. 
Why renovations 
done? 
Reaction to 
hirinq women. 
No Uli ng 
yes 
no 
IIi re contractor 
Hire different contractor 
Use eli fferent materia 1 s 
\~oul cf do more 
Wouleln 1 t do it aqain 
Iqnore aclvi ce fr'om !lui 1 eli nq 
inspector 
Resale 
t~lore space 
General upkeep 
Other 
Yes 
Fine if qualified 
Fine if qualified and stronq 
fine if cheilp 
Unsure 
No 
(multiple onsvters) 
N/1\ 
N/1\ 
12 
2 
N/1\ 
() 
3 
0 
0 
-,-r-
3 
7 
ll 
3 
·u-
3 
9 
0 
1 
3 
2 
171 
B 
l 
-9-
5 
N/A 
1 
., 
() 
l 
-9--
() 
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5 
2 
-9--
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Qu(~St'ion NunJI)(lr 
23. 
2~. 
1 
f)urstion 
Nlunher of proplr. 
in housrl101 d. 
Totnl household 
i ncorne 
/\C]e of house 
i{r.sponsr. Cateqori es 
Sinq1e 
2 
3 
~ or more 
under $9,999 
10- 1~,999 
15 - 19,999 
20- 2~,999 
25,000 or more 
no nnswer 
0 - 15 years 
lG - 30 
over 30 
unkn01·111 
, __________ J~~~Jl_O!l_~~_F ]:_C:~l~~Qll~J_Q_~----~ -~--
Srlf-Oone Contracted 
Renovations Renovations 
--------------~---~----------~~-----·---~------
n 1 
3 2 
~ 2 
10 4 
-Tl-- -9-
0 0 
?. ~ 
1 1 
5 1 
3 2 
6 1 u-- ·g-
10 4 
2 2 
1 3 
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Ir;TERV I E~·!S LfiTF 
· IV!JUA~~ !~ T~ 
RENOVATIC~~ B~~IN SS 
ft.PPENDIX E 
INTERVIE\-!S tnTH Iii~IVIDUf!.LS Iii THE RENOVf.\TIONS BUSWESS 
Fo1lmdng are su;Jr::aries of interviews conducted over the 
te 1 ephone betvJeen nay 8 and r·~ay 18, 1978. In most cases 
the interviews were with the owner or chief management 
oersonnel and in all cases the individuals v1ere assured of 
anonymity with resnect to their personal and company 
identity. An attempt \'las made to achieve a cross-section of 
company tyoes oarticularly with resoect to size of ooerat1on. 
Selov,· is a list of cormanies interviel·ted- identified by 
number in rank order of size. 
Company Number 
1 
2 
3 
t 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Size (full time 
enoloyees) 
50 
24 
15 
14 
4 
4 
l 
l 
fcrner ov:ner of 
lar(Je comoany 
INTERVI EVJ \~ITH: COf'1PI\NY 1 - 50 full time emp 1 oyees 
TYPE OF l·!ORK: 50~~ renovations - 1/2 of v!hi ch is painting and 
decorating 
25~; new homes 
25% reoairs after Tires 
-50~~ of vwrk requires building permits 
t:" - 2 
CLIENTS: Major cart of renovation and new construction is in 
luxedo~ River Hei9hts area but do not work entirely in this 
area. Intervie~:;ee clained his clients reoresented a pretty 
complete cross-section of geo9raohical location and income 
~roups. 
F~re reoairs are eoually dist~ibuted throuchout the city. 
Homeowners oniy - no work done for oeoole who buy, mc.ke 
cosmetic chanqes, then sell. 
i'i.~.RKET TRENDS: Interviev1ee feels there is no ouestion that there 
is an increc.sing trend to renovate and imr;.rove and add to 
existin9 housin9 as oopcsed to moving to newer areas -
"this is our busiest year ever." He conceded that his 
fim's reoutation v1ou1d be a factor in increasino volu01e o+ 
work. but saw other factors as eaually imoortant. 
(a) "You can buy c. house -For SEQ,iYJ'~ in F~iver Heio!its, nc.re 
$30,000 in imorovenents and en~ up ~ith a house thc.t ~auld 
cost S140,000 in Tuxedo. 
(b) All the choice lots in the River Heights area are 
developed, so if you want a new house you have to build 
"out in t~1e boondock". Peooie wc.nt to stay in the choice 
arec.s, don't like conrnutinq fl~om the suburbs. Houses are 
selling briskly in River Heiohts. 
Interviewee finds that you have to orice carefully, give 
oood advice, so that inorovef:lents can be mc.de c.s econorri-
~ally as oossible witho~t cu~t1no corners. Labour costs 
are hiah and are bound to oet h~cher. People know, however 
that t~e price o& housing ~c.n onlj increase so they do . c.t 
has to be done, ie. make the necessary inorover::ents. 
----------------------- -···-·-·--
In the River ~eights area people are doinq both additions 
and renovations to existing sPace. 
SE-li.SON.U.L LHETATIONS: nif you handle the \'~fork prooerly" men 
can be kept busy all year round. Foundations and outside 
work are done in good weather, inside work in winter. Has 
a regular contingent of tradesmen who~ he employs all year 
round, hires casual help in sumner. 
PR0'10TION.l>.L TECHNIQUES: !lo r'edi a advertising. Restricts 
oromotion to word-of-mouth, advertising in yellow oaaes. 
E- 3 
His finn also. sponsors, or donates to worthy causes, benefits. 
SIZE OF COi'tP.L.NY: 50 constuuction employees - 70 in sumer. 
BREAKDOWN: 16 carpenters, 25 oainters, 10 heloers plus 4 
estimators, 4 girls who work in office, 2 partners. 
There is no official training program. It is imoerative 
to make good initial selection of oerspective employees, 
new emDloyees are sent out to vmrk with exoerienced men. 
STREi~GTHS & \·JEAKNESSES: In business since 1953- Goal to be in 
business 35 years. Will consider self a success then. 
Considers ovm company a middle size in relation to construc-
tion conoanies as a whole, one o~ the bipgest in the field 
in vJhich they specialize. "You can't stay at a certain size 
vthen the vvork is there~" although company does turn do1·m 
work that is not in their field, ie. heavy construction. 
ie. aoartDent blocks. Sees self as a "aeneral contrc.ctor" 
~ 1 .. , ~ ' I· ·•· .!.- ' 1 - .. h ,, • • ' .t: 
- Tee,s t:r1c"t peop1e oon t tlke 1...0 oea. Wit:. a 1 Klncs o, 
contractors when they have work done. It's ec.sier to deal 
vdth one oerson." He sub-cor.tracts elr:=ctrical, plur;~bing 
etc., but he supervises and is responsible for their per-
fomance. 
PITF P..LLS: Renovati no and decorati na is "the touohest business 
in construction''. If you satisfy the husband, you can't 
satisfy the housewife and vice-versa. They oick out 
olumbing fixtures and when fixtures c.re installed, hone-
ov:ner complains they don't look the same as they did in 
the picture. Homeowner picks out oaint colour, which he/ 
she hates when it's on the wall, etc. 
Problems with tradesmen - want to be paid well for doina 
nothing, or as little as possible. Those not successfui 
"don't oay attention to business- they're out driving 
around tovm chasing women - have other interests" 
RE,l\.CTION TO t•or~EN W THE TR.£J.DES: "\·!omen are ouite caoable in 
interior decorating, piannins; and layout" - Re: v:omen 
tradesmen - "\!!e 11, I 1 ike to keep rry wife at home vhere 
she should be." Hhen asked if he would consider hirino 
a female tradesmen, he replied that no such had anproached 
him for a job and he honed they never would. That would te 
a orob 1 em that I hooe I never hc.ve. 11 He added that he did. 
no~ wish to answer ~ny more questions on this subject. 
STR.ATEGIES R-ELATED TO SUCCESS: Keep pl ug~:ling av:ay. 
PRICES" "I don't oive anv orices over the telephone." 
"I don't do any hiring' over the telephone. II 
S . .C,LES VOLUHE: Does "thousands of jobs/ year. II rangin(J from 
SlOG to 5200,000." 
Probably takes out more building oemi ts than any other 
co!7!pany in tm'ffi. 
BUILDinG PERJ·1ITS REQUIRED OtiLY \!HEr: STRUCTURAL CHJI.NGES ARE 
INVOLVED. 
SUB-COilTR.ll.CTH!S: Uses 2 electrical fims, 2 olumbing firms, 
v~hom he has v1orked \'Iith for 25 ve2rs. P.lso sub-contracts 
roofinc. f~novJs these people to be d2oendable, trustv_rorthy· 
- coesn't worry about their ever-charging- '\Je all know 
at the orice should be- they just qo in and do the \·iork." 
Working with sa~e comoanies allows for quality control. 
"f\ot enou~:1i1 young peoole are going into the business - very 
fev: good carcenters." Universily is not salvation. "I 
hire strictly on ability - don't worry about papers or 
university." 
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I ntervi e\'! with: Co:-1PANY 2 - 24 full time employees 
ttL.RKET: Company does eve !'Ythi ng in the construc-c1 on fie 1 d -
con:'lercial, residential, ne\': homes. 60~~ - ?m; of business 
is in additions and renovations. A verv versatile 
company '\!hen v:e build a hoi:ie '""e're like a caretaker for 
the rest of our lives" - clients are \·;ealthy. Call con-
tractors back for maintenance work i.e. have built homes 
outside the oerineter - if there is a flood threat o~ner 
calls - contractor vti:o Dreoares area for diking, does 
sandbagging if flood haooens, takes resoonsibility for 
security if 0\·mer evacuates, then cleans up after flood. 
Built seven private camps near Kenora - contractor ooens 
them uo in soring, closes them in winter. This year 
built a rock garden for the Jaranese consulate. 
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TY 0 E OF _9-IEin: He "go after Deoole \dt!1 moneyll. Clients r.ainly 
middle and uooer class- i.e. did a renovation for Guslitts 
(architect) ~~r $150,000. 
',,!e "don't go out and initiate cha.:~ges ~o the core 
a rea" but \:OU 1 dn r t turn dO\m jobs thel~e." 
r:ARKET TPEWS: There is a trend tov:ard renovations c.nc additions-
1T peoole bought a ho~e 15 years ago it orobably cost 
SlO,OOO - S11 .o~o. On ~oday's ~arket it costs 545,000. 
0 eople can spe1d Sl5,000 nutting on an addition and still 
be ahead. Pearle like their ov~ neighbourhoods. Peor1e 
oet used to their surroundinos. There's all kinds of 
Gusiness there (in renovatio;s and additions). ~o ~an 
r:eeds to be out of \·fOl''k. ?eon 1 e have better tc ste no~·~· -
there's quite a bit of renodelling in bathroons and 
kitchens where styles hc.ve char.ged most. Recreation rooms 
are out of stvle. Peoole would rather have a fani1v room 
addition. "To ne a basenent is a basenent. 11 Peoole stili 
have noney for luxuries - it's a case of hoardin9 it or not 
hoarding it. 
PR.Ot"'OTIQi~AL TECH;HQUES: On1y·_a~·Je:--t-:siT!g is in phons b::·:Jk. "Once 
in a v1hile I take sol7!ebody for iu01ch." !iost of cn::nts are in 
business so "if we do their house, they'll call us to do 
their office'' or vice viersa. ~e've worked with some oeo?le 
for 23 years, ~e get recall after recall. 
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SEA.SO:JP.L LHIIT.~TIONS: Business is never slack in winter. 
Last time anyone ~as laid off was 10 years ago. 
SIZE OF C0!1PANY:- 4 m·mers - 1 supervises comercial construction 
1 in charoe of re~ode11ino 
1 in char~e of new reside~tial 
1 in charge of cottages or lake camns. 
Each has own specialty. All workers a~e non-union. Fifteen 
r.an ere\-,' year round - S carpenters end 7 helpers. 5-6 
additional men in surrmer, 4-5 office staff-bookkeeJer, 
tvDist etc. Considers comoanv middle or below middle in s~ze. Training consists o~ h~ring a new Ran, assigning 
him to work with one of regulars. 
STRE~GTHS & ~EAK~ESSES: Feels comoany is neither big enough 
nor small enough. ~ith a 2-3 man ooeration you have no 
ovel~nead - able to keeo head above \'-Iater. Can do over-
time ~~ourself. floted that he a couole of tines tried to 
go big "damn near Vient broke". 
PITFALLS: Had 50 men tl ere was too much sunervision involved. 
~ow sticks with 15 regular caroenters and he1oers and five 
casual in sumr:;er. 5ecause of versatilit~' "1·!2 are able to 
co.rry on". Ca.J~penters are versati i e too - 1:any [-;ave been 
w1~n the company 15-20 years. There's co-ooeration bet~een 
employee and employer. If a carpenter needs to dip a 
ditch he does it - he's not r;roud. navbe rcev1 o 1 ooc 1 s 
needed though. Have been in business for 25 years. 
SALES VJLUI~~: 
STP ... J.TEGIES FOR SUCCESS: Versatility- high qua1ity 1·10rk- good 
seJ~vi ce. "Go to A 1 berta young nan.'' 
RE.L.CTIQii TO ·l·!Of1EN: Can r t see anything '.Tong \·r1 th ''Ome!i as 
carnenters - •rthe ole v;or1d is r: .. d1 b~/ v:o:7:enn - f·~o 
•·.'or~en have aroroached him for a job b:.rt :-•ernans some 
hesitation re~ hiring because of need for special facilities 
i.e. v:ashroons. 
S/'J'~PLE PRICES: flo square foot basis for orices. No two houses 
are alike. no two people have the same taste. 
SUS-COiHRACTORS: Sub-contractors a 11 hea 'i i ng o1 unbi ng and 
electncai 11ork. Uses same sub-contractors ali the tine 
to maintain quality. has a smal1 nool of sub-contractors 
in each trade - outs own sub-contracts uo for bid. That 
\·.ray ensures a Talr :Jrice. f:.lso their \·tork volur.e is so 
large that o~e sGa11 sub-contractor nrobajly couldn't 
handle all the work. 
C0~1PANY 3 - 15 full time emp 1 oyees 
P::rsonal Int=:vle\·/ r2corCed 
have int~~vie\·r ~::JeC. 
~ ' . 
:.v. notes 
OT DUSlii2SS ir,voived in r::novc;tion -- _,...,__ I ! I :::::; 
suburban vmrk. 
and dec~easino a~ount of renovatin9 in orivate hc~es on 
contract 'C ·~· kitchens. tsthroo8S. 
('J T C'f· 11C::: • 
....,_- .._.\ I._. • 
c.-- i i 
....;I: ;C. ! I 
cor-~Ja.n_y tc do tenovat·ions a7~er fire dc~a·;e. Lork is acne 
~cs-tl.Y O:i ol C=r ho~es in the inr.2r cit~v bu-t cc~nt.cct is 
o~Tier and contractor. 
u~;,~r~ET Tr~::~.~~S: Frc,~· his C\"}n observation~ ir.tervi~;-.~e·e b2~i~\·~s 
there is a. S~iong ~rend to renovation [[alrt!OSt eve:r,)' hG:JS2 
you s~e is h.2\'in9 sc;:2thin9 done." So far c.s his o\·~rn 
bt..:sir:ess S;Jec~cl-:~\' is co:·:s~i~ed, r1u~Jer o.; ho·Jses burned 
per year ~resents 2 staj1e and/or increasin~ ~arket. 
cf:.er fires 
renovations- used to advertise re: bathroo~, kitchen -
re~odel1inc. They no lon~er do so. All busi~ess nc~ co~es 
throu~~ ccntc;cts with insurance adjus~ers, ori~arily, and 
t~~O~Lg~j L'Crd of r10Utf-t~ e.nd cds in the ne\'.'5~~::2r ccilir,~ 
for :-=-.:~T"S. Pri\'=.~e rer::odellin9 11 .iust dicin 1 t v·ork cut.n 
Co~o ny still advertises in the o~one book but will not 
cent r:ue to do so v.rhen r.el\' i rectory co;:-:::s out. Co:n:::;any 
is d s:o~tinuina all remode ling in ho~:::s unless Gaior 
v.:crr: ie. Iaroe a_dditions is involved. 
---------------------- -------~--~-- ~--~~~ 
SIZE Of=" CQ;·iP.t_qy: S~~ff - 15 p::op i e on pc_yro 11 
ali 
• I • oon t 
~nterviev.ree & Partners - r·residents & 0Lr:~ers 
~ l ( .. · ' .... .._ . I )2 es~an- est1~ates ~ so11c1ts wus1ness 1 
Gf~ice Staff- Office Sirl - tyvist etc. 
? .. sc2Dtionist! GTfice :~cre~er 
=r2 s~~=.r2d V'ith ether co-:ucr:y 
in Juiidinc. 
:r:..;:l: Gri\·s-r 
1 Di~st~rer & i helDer 
traoesren non-union. 
1:ant to be. ~:e don't 
unlD~ snoJ 
\·:cnt. trouble. tl 
cnc 
- Ccsuci help oJ~cined fro2 ;sc e::;:.lc)'I:ent czency durino 
busy tlf""2. r:o s::>ecial traininc; r•ro:::rar:s. 
- Extra tradesnen are also hire casually ... 
- ,::oorenti c2s ere hi red llthrouoh oovernr-2n-c!· and have haC 
'S'O'.'ern-:ent tr=.ininc;". 
STR~:-~ST~S ,.:_r:=·: ·.<=.c.r:~~ESSES: Co:::~an._y \:cs at o~:e ~1~2 ir: ;e~JCe .. !i-tno 
b~siness bu~ are no lon9er interested in this tyse o~ ~ork 
urliess c :-.=.~o~ prcject ie. lcr92 cddit~on is invoi\·-?d. :;Its 
ecs~er -co \-_~c;r·l: \~·~th co:::r;;2rc~al Deocle.n R.esid2ntici \··ork 
v~!::e;-2 re:-:~\·.=.tio::s cfter 7ire is concerned is Ol~ 11 ~·~C2.use 
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hir.~self t-_\' ~rcde- fc.~~ilic: ~t·itl ct~er trcj2sr:--.=n end co:-;struc-
tion busi:~ss. 
:;;::c~~L..E:~5 :·:ITr. ~.:-~··;·.J:LLII-~S: 
Ho~e c~~e~s ~2ve limite~ ~~or,2y ~.-\....: i 
To keeJ ~it~~n ~~d:et you 
2. Trou~1e collecting money fro~ oriv2te 
r:a.ve to ~c.Le ou: c. r.~ortcc·;:e or c. iocn to co\·~r ccsts. 
3. So ~uch tire involved in sellin~ jobs in residenti2l 
\\'C·:--k. !!·:·o~ fliolt ;:-~eke 10 tr·ins (ie. to do est~7Tc~es) fer 
; ]:-<:;. C7ten ~eosle are lljust shc~Joing': - not , ... ~cl~stic 
about ooney needed to do job. 
t Less cornetition in fire renov2t1on field. \ost 
CGf"":~~cGies ir: fir-e rencvction ore ')or: about the sc.::-:e r veln 
w1~n 1 or 2 other cJ~:an es 
• "''. l • 
v:hsrecs v ..·ith :-eT7:~<i:?11in9 o·,·:~er v:i .. il 
estiGates, sc~e fro~ handy~en dJinc 
tasis. 
o~ on a moon11on~ no 
Co:-:::ar:y in business 8 vears - tr;i s 
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Last ve~r - ball o~r~ ficuro (501nro 
- ~. ' - - - -,.- ~. 
STRft.:EGIES REL.LTED TO SL.:CCESS - PITF::LLS: Don't oive uo. 
t•t-,·= r~ad herd tir:~s- so:12tir~s jobs cDst us mone}' 11 • f·~ust 
r.c:ve c. so:;rce cf cc.CJital to fali cacl: on but not necessc.riiv 
c. ic~ce c.:-:--,:;~nt. ~~ust Ce pon ~'our tees all the tir-etl. l!L.i~~r 
t:-~22sr.2n \·/ii1 "tc1~e cG\·=.rt~ce tt _you C:e;nr~ kno\·~r -c.~=-G~ !::=ec 
en e~~'e on t:rerr. 
?,~,~-.CTIQ~·: !C, L~~;:-.~Er: Ii~ T~E TR;.JES: Co;-:;:.c_~~.v e~:Jlo_ys c .;e::al2 cc~-
Der,t:::r but sh::: do:::sn't 's\'.'inc c. ho.n~:er"- v:orks insi:>:, tckes 
or'ders ( re: sa~eri a is reoui :-2d: eoui ;:;~=n~, etc.) dc:::s bo8::-
V/ork re: ~sn's tines, etc. ~n:.sr-vi~~·:=:e DoSitive tc\.c.r: 
fer:-:::.le er-·Dlcyee, is confident s~,e could "s1-:inc a :.-.c.:-,-er" 
necessc.r.}'. 
D - , 
. nce;so. ft . deoendent on sort of house thc:t has 
been burned ie. nare costly to reoair c. Sl50,000 in !uxedo, 
t~c.n a little house in the core c.rea. Couldn't give fir~ 
orices as each hcuse is re~a~red in accordance with its 
condition oricr to the f~re. (In cc:se ~here the house is 
GOre that 50~ 9U~ted it is consi~ered 2 total write-0~:­
the house is cu~ted co2ole~ely and t~ey stc.rt fro~ sera~:~. 
S~S-CO:·:TRl~CTI::s .t.::ZR~.~'SCi~Et.:TS A;·~~ ?.=LP.TIG~~SJ-11? TO OTHER TR.f:.D~S: 
Coi:'aa:--ty e;noloys o:~ly c::rDenters c.nd c!c.sterers on 7ull-
ti~e t::.sis - sone casual trade he1o durin9 busy tine b~~ 
considers casually enoloyed trc:desren as a risk. 
suj-con~ractcrs. Conaanv ~cs su~-ccntractors ~ho~ t~ev 
fabour end v.·ho kno\·.' \,'~;ct- co!7:~·~:i~' 1 s s-=:e._rC::rds a.re. (Sc~·= 
sut-contractors union, so~e non-union). Feels sub-contrac-
tors noff the streetc \·!ill tc.l~e advcnta0e of corrpan}' if 
not suoervised carefully. 
~ood lon9 rc.r:ge forces:. far- O\:n cofT.:,cry. Fe~ls cor:st·ruct~on 
cctiv~~.Y \:hich has bs2n slu9gish v~riii oick uo c.nd sees 
futu~e DJtimistically. 
1~::y lC - lJ:OCJ P-.'·~ 
COI'IPJl.NY 4- H full time emoloyees 
Fecr~c.ti on ~~oars 
Renovations & Re~2~el~inc - 35~ 
_Ll,dci ti ens 
Th~ouo;-!out r~::tr-oooli~cn 1·~innineo-
Ver_v ilttie in CCd'"'e 2-rec. ·ajor~L_v of r-ec roo;::s in c~e2s 
~~ere houses 5 - 10 vears old or olcer. In ne~ houses 
oeoole have no r:ney. 
Couoles in as:e t:raci:et 3::+, r;-:cstl_v 40 - SCJ. 
b:..;_yinc. ~-usiness is Gere but ~/c-~ r-)cv7: to loo~: fo- i~ .. 
~ra~ino and insulatin9 business a ne~ trend - Goin: 1~ 
for enercy savinc. 
Durino sl~ck 
:er~o~s oo ou~ to look for jobs. Juri~o winter ~onths 
v,';--,~n slc>,· icckeC: ~o~ r~e~~· busi~i2~S! 1-e: cttic insul::.~ior: .. 
~.like farl-:"'·2r consiCers :er~ili:=r[l- ~·ive;sified ~~C~2. -
a~vertisinc o~ all kinds. ~ave ar acvertisin~ bud:et. 
electrical - annual aoree~ent with each sub-contr. 
STR~r~;~~5 ;. ~~}EL.i:~ .. ·::s5~~= iE ~--'ec.rs in o·Js~ness and orc·:!inc .. 
s~~enct~ is iG diversificat~cn. ~~en no rec room business, 
lc::k-2G -Fo7' ;--1-2\: busi:;~ss ir: i:1sulBtinc and installino 
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C.C.1 ::c: ',!{':llilr;:-. 
'"-" _.__._, '"_,;._\,.< ...... ?.::fused to 
s~:::.:.~t::GlES ?.EU-.TED TO SL!CCESS: You can't give uJ- Stav ti-.rouch 
tr:icr: c.nd ~hin. De~el:"ir,c.tion to r.:ake a go. Stut;orn 
17"2.ft2:~::=n~ .. Sto.rt s~=.li ~f you hc.ve no bs.c~:-up ccDit.al. 
S'IIF,~.LLS: ~ivin0 up too easy. 
Kitc~::n ~enovation, 
~at~rooo~ renovation - inoossi~le to say -
of u-~terials used. 
~roblem in trainin9 side. 
trc.inee. Cc.roenters like 
c. oossitilit_y. 
c.rtists. Personc.l ity conflicts 
Continue on sai71e orovth - 25:: grovrth/ann·un. 
STAFF: ~asic tradesr.:en ie. caroeGters hired on year round basis. 
::sser~t~c.l since the}' ~us~ Se trusth·orth_y - of--:sn ··~·:ort:in9 in 
house ~hen ~~ole far.:ily is out. Exceot for older r.:en. ~~o 
do rec roo~s only - ~en trained in new areas of business 
ie. i~sulation. s~imnino DO 1 installation - trainino is 
slo-.·· :ut r:en are "orouC:. to earn" nev; skills. Trie{hi:in9 
caroenters on oiece~Jrk t~s s tut just di~'nt ~ork out. 
pen ~(eve :~€en ;Jetiticr~eC J~' U~iions on 3 occ2.Sio;;s:r but v.~e~e 
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Telephone Interview with: Cm·1PANY 5 - 4 full time employees 
TYPE OF WORK: Whole gamut of renovation and remodelling -
bathrooms, rec rooms, kitchens, additions as well as total 
re-organization of floor p1an - ie. tearing out all first 
floor wal1s and l~elocating, etc. If the ovmer knoh'S v:hat 
he wants company will do a drawing and build from that. 
Some architectural referrais but minimal number. 
TYPE OF CLIENTS: Mostly middle class, but not necessarily in 
suburbs - located all over city. !douid like jobs in core 
areas - referred interviewer to Cam Newman" and ask him why 
he hasn't given me any work lately." 
MARKET TRENDS: Definite increase in trend to renovations and 
remodelling rather than buying a new hone. ~ew houses are 
"too expensive and they're garba~e -you don't get oood 
value for your money" -"\,Jinnioeg is lucky- you have nice 
neighbourhoods." Intervi ev•ee comes from States where nice 
neighbourhoods in cities not so conil:on. In ~!innioeg, people 
find that their houses are too snall. they want more soace 
or they want to "change ther soace", ie. tear dovm Vialls, 
etc. - "but they like their neighbourhoood, don't want their 
children to have to chance schools, so instead of moving, 
they add on or renovate. 
SEASO~AL: In this business there is work all year round because 
it's mostly inside. 
PROi'~OTIO!Jl,L TECHNIOUES: Best is word-of -mouth. Como any does 
advertise in the newspaper. On occasion take out a full 
oaoe aci in the TV times (Saturday edition \:!innioeg F1~ee 
Press). Some referrals from architects but fo1~s only small 
~~ of business. 
SIZE OF CO!~PtJJ~Y: 4- 10 people deoencing on volume of vJork. No 
office staff - works from home office. There is self and 
silent partner (who is not active in nuts and bolts of 
business but provides caoital). Employs from 2 - 8 traces-
men - carpenters and heloers. 
STRENGTHS & ~lEAK!'\ ESSES: \~oul d 1 ike to be bigger. 
business for 2~ years. "Getting knovm" is a 
Has been in 
big p:--obiern, 
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especially since he is not originally a resident of this city. 
Took his training, plus his trade (carpentry) in the States 
so does not have contacts he might otherwise have. 
STRATEGIES RELATED TO SUCCESS: P.ttributes own success in workina 
with private ovmers to his ovm persona 1 i ty. About l 0% of · 
people he encounters are "crazed householders" \'iho want 
somethina for nothina - are difficult to deal with. He sees 
himself ~s a good saiesman, articulate where many tra~esmen 
are not, abie to project confidence that he doesn't really 
feel. 
PITFALLS: In starting new business - finding capital and dealing 
with banks can be difficult, also dealing with"crazed house-
he 1 ders". So far as vmrk itse 1 f is concerned - estimating 
for renovation is "a gamble- strictly guessvmrk" because you 
never know what you 1 re going to find when you open up a wall. 
Only v:hen yourre doing rec rooms or putting on an addition 
do you avoid those problems. 
SUB-CONTRACTING ARRANGEMENTS & RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER TRADES: Has 
reaui ar sub-contractors vthom he uses for a 11 jobs. It is 
"super-importantn to have sub-contractors you know and trust 
-Finds these by "trial and error." 
Renovation carpenters are a "soecial breed. 11 He doesn't hire 
manv vouno caroenters because ~hey don't enjoy the work. 
r"'iost -carpenters hate the "dirt, dust and tearing out" involved 
in renovations, and although he doesnrt actually have trouble 
recruitino helo - he is careful to explain to each new orosoect 
that renovation and remodellinG iS the OnlV WOrk thev GO •. 
Encounters prob 1 ems only \·:hen oeopl e don It- speak En91 ish \tlell 
and who, despite his careful explanations, are surorised to 
find that this is the sole work they will be doing. 
At this ooint interviewee became rather susoicious and curious 
about the reason for the interview and interviewer, after 
explanations and thanks, terminated same. 
INTERVI aJ HITH: 
COf1P.n.NY 6 - 4 full tine employees 
TYPE: Basically renova~1ons and additions. 60~ - 70% of work 
requires building permits. 
CLIENTELE: ~Jorks all over the city (about 30% in core area). 
50% of clients lower middle class. 50% of clients uoper 
middle class. 
TRENDS: Increasing de~and for renova~1ons and additions. At 
one time if client required a major renovation he vmuld 
sell instead and buv a new house. Now clients are buildinc 
more exoensive addi~ions. Most add one or two rooms -
(mainly' bedrooms) or enlal~ge existin9 rooms. Don't know 
reason - rr,aybe more people are putting dm·m roots in a 
certain area and don't want to move. Some people who are 
building out of necessity may skimp on finishing detai1s 
but oeople are still buying a lot of frills, ie. fireo1aces. 
SE!l.sm:.n.L LIMITATIO;;s: Hhen conpany first star·ted didn't have 
contacts anC: business was slack in winter. Nov.' thinos are 
a little slow from Christras to March but usually has a 
little bit of vwrk. Each year he gets more r-eferrals. 
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0 ROMOTIO~AL TECHNIQUES: Has a runnin~ ad in the classified ads -
run by the nonth. Cost accounts for very little. Does 
estimates - usually gets 1 job for every 2 estimates he do:=s. 
Telephone inquiries are usually a waste of time. Still has 
difficulty telling who is sincere. 
SIZE OF COHPAJ·:Y: Interviewee and hrife are co-owners. No office 
staff. Emnloyees vary. Usually emoloys 4- 6 caroenters 
and helpers. (2 full ti~e carpenters). Full tir;~ caroenters 
supervise new employees. 
STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES: Feels company is just about the right 
size. If it were any bigger would have to have work beca~se 
of lar9e amount of money tied up in eou pment. At this size 
he can still be versatile. !-:as difficu ty hiring reliable 
people and if bi9ger this would oresent Q creater problem. 
Has been in business 7 years. 
SALES VOLUME: Varies - last year aoproximately $175,000. 
STRATEGIES RE SUCCESS: Have to renenber that running a comoany 
is not an 8:00 - 5:00 job. Hours are long. Have to be 
prepared to work hard. 
PITFALLS: Learned earlv to oet a written contract. 
places a "i~echanics Lier1" or a "Builders Lien" 
- 2 or 3 times on bigger orojects you know you 
your money ~~thout something signed. 
If possible 
on orojects 
vmul dn 't get 
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PRICES: On nev: additions works on some kind of formuia but even 
----:rhat varies v!ith shape of addition, ie. lon9 and narrO\'.' or 
souare - how vou have to attach addition to existino roof -
\'i~1ether you can get machines into the yard to dig Pl ers or 
\'l'hether they have to be dug by hand - etc. On older additions 
and renovations it's imoossible to work on a formula- every 
situation is different. Have to be very careful \·!hen estima-
ting - use a little foresight. You have to be interested 
in it - it can never be aoproached as just a job. 
REfi.CTION TO v(Q:J,Er;: Have hi red v-romen for clean-up \'!Ork and they 
"vmrked out 9reat". In regards to regular work it vmu1d 
depend on the job. /\s far as carpentry ski11s concerned 
wouldn't hesitate to hire a women. For jobs requiring 
strength, ie. moving foms underground- v10uld be concerned 
about a wo~an 1 s strength. 
SUB-CONTRACTING: Sub-contracts electrical and olumbing work. 
Hires basically the same people - they give a good price 
and he kno\\'S them to be reliable. 
Telephone Interview with: COf~PANY 7 - 1 full time emo 1 oyee 
STIPULATIONS FOR INTERVIEW: 
1. iio personal ouestions. 
2. under no circumstances is name to be 
any reports. 
published in 
. n 
TYPE OF h10P.K: Intervie\·Iee is a carpenter by profession, works 
in all types of construction involvino renovation and 
remodellino of older ho~~s. Does no work on new construc-
tion - finds renovations interestino - "nothino is uniform" -
"you have to use your head" - v.rould~ feel like "a oiece of 
machinery" building nevv houses in the suburbs for a lar9e 
constru£tion comoany. 
~t::.RKET: For oast 4 years majority of work had been on R.RP.P and 
NIP projects - nostly in the core area. Also has work for 
private owners - no oattern as to area - v1orks "a 11 over" 
for orivate customers. Does no work where tenders are 
advertised in paper. 
MARKET TRENDS: Has no knowledge of new housing starts but remarks 
tha~ renovation construction has been siO\v since last fall 
and he has noted no significant increase this soring. 
Pel~sonally he ah~ays has more work than he can handle. 
SEASONAL L ITATIO~S: Summers are usually busiest but it's 
''up to the individual v.rhen he h'orks." He usually tries to 
get time off for holidays but even during viinters he so:-;-:e-
times finds he's too busy to take time off. "There'e ah!ays 
viork if you v;ant it." 
?R0:10TIOfLU,L TECHNIQUES: Does no adverti si nc:J. 111.11 ori vate business 
he c:Je~s from word-of-mouth, ie. referrals from orevious 
customers. He submits a bid for work with RRAP and NIP. 
Used to to a lot of estimating but wasted a lot of tine. 
With private customers now he usually knows from experience 
who really plans to hire him and 50% of the time he has the 
job before he gives a price. For rest of time gives a orice 
and gives peoole time to think, but oeoole know his work and 
are preDared to pay for good craftsnanshio. 
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SIZE OF Cm1PANY: i·Jorks entirely on his own. If he needs a 
caroenter's heloer he takes one of his sons out on the 
job. He hires sub-contractors for roofing, plumbing and 
electrical work. 
STRENGTHS: Has been a carcenter for 35 years always working 
entirely on his own. He feels it's aood to do a little of 
everything, i.e. tilin9, oainting. If a room needs painting 
he doesn't sub-contract that, he does it himself. If vou 
have to hire sub-contractors there is a lono of book-keeoina 
involved,"! might as vJe11 keep the money myself." Unless -
sub-contractors are v1ell known must be constantly suoervi sed 
to ensure quality materials used and quality 1abour completed. 
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Specialized in all renovation - bathrooms, kitchens, additions 
- no new construction. 
SALES VOLUME: Refused to divulge. 
STRATEGIES REUl.TED TO SUCCESS: "You just have to be honest" -
Reputation is extremely important. "You can't expect jobs 
to come knocking on your door" - Although after 35 years 
work does come to him unsolicited - his reoutation having 
been established. 
REACTION TO WXiEN W THE TRADES: "Not that rosy" - "!J. woman 
belongs in the house." 
SAt';PLE PRICES: "I couldn't say" - "Depends on v~hat people h'ant." 
Makes own kitchen cabinets so price would depend on kind 
of wood, 1 ayout and size of kitchen, etc. vJhen bidding on 
RRAP and NIP contracts uses good materials, withing certain 
guidelines - ie. would probably not use walnut for cupboards. 
SUB-CONTRACTING ARRANGEMENTS: Sub-contracts roofino, olumbinc 
and electrical vmrk. He "has connections" vdth srr;a11 suS-
contractors (all non-union) and uses the same peoole from 
year to year. "Dependability is the main thing." If you 
oick contractors off the street you can't trust them - too 
many out for a fast buck. If he has to change sub-contrac-
tors for some reason, a1ways uses someone he knows or sor::e-
one referred by a trusted colleague. 
!t;ay 11 , 1978 
Intervi e\·J v:i th: COf'iPANY 8- 1 full time employee 
Telenhone Interview: 
TYPE OF WORK: 1. any kind of woodworking cabinet ~aking 
2. rec roors, renovations -not ~uite half 
1~!\RKET: \·!orks all over city, prir:1arily for orivate ho~eovmers. 
Last vear did ouite a bit of work for Uinnioea Housino in 
low r~ntal are~s i.e. Surrows Develooment but~no cont~acts 
this year - believes their budget Has cut back. Clie:-tts 
nostly r:1iddle inco~e but has worked for sor:1e low income 
families, mostly re: Winnioeg ~ousing. 
HARKET TRC:UDS: Believes trend to renovations 1-.rill increase 
because of cost of ne\·: homes. It's exoer:sive to re:r.Jvate 
but still cheaper than ~uying a new house. Peoole in older 
houses tend to ch2nge bathrooms and kitchens ':.rhich i-:ave 
becor:~e out-of-date-add ne\·! vanities, nev kitc\;e:t cuo)oards 
and sinks and basement rooms. 
PROl·iOTIO:LD,L TECHNIOUE.5: Lililited to t~leohone book. "If I ao 
out and rea11y '!ant to get more business I can" - "but 
I'r;; not a big business oJ~onotor". ui don't hc.ve to look" 
for work. Does not bid o~ contr~cts, custoners come on 
referrals fron other custoGers. 
SEP.SO!JP1L LHHTATI0i:S: Don't a:J:Jl_v. PJl of his v;ork ic: inside-
works all year round. 
SIZE OF co:1PAUY: Does all '.<Ork h~sself unless he 9ets rea11y 
busy- then hires cart-time he1o ("I have oeoDle I k:roi·.' 
\.rho v·ork in the evening") or hires people from Te:::porary 
tlllDlo}'Dent Service- "I ask for oeople I kr:ov!. I try to 
get the same people ever.Y time!! All par~-time he1p ~s 
non-union. 
STR.EqGTf-:S & \:EJl,K:J::SSES: One i:,an ooerati on is "not a very good 
v1ay. 11: s not e1ficient" altitough he believe his clients 
oet oood service. It's "better to be a bigger operation -
you ~an produce more- but t~en you got more headache with 
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the helps". "You gotta be bigger, 2 or 3 peoole are no good-
they go out on a job and v~ste their time, don't do much 
work. You can't charge that nuch. How much can oeoole 
Jay? llith 2 or 3 people to suoervise I can't do that much 
110rk myself- it's too much aggravction - not ::wofitable. 
You should either \\'Ol~k by yourself or have 10 - 12 oeoo1e 
on an assembly line manufacturing a oroduct - something 
thev can sell in the stores i.e. coffee tables. 1nat 
cou1d be orofitable if it (manufactures product) was not 
too expensive. With a larger company you would need a 
salesman, a oromoter~ and you would have to out in bids. 
Uhen you're on your own nobody is stand~ ng and v1atchi ng. 
I make a living. I'r hapoy because I don't have that much 
headaches." \Jith a larcer ooeration "If I have peoo1e I 
don't have work, If I h~ve w6rk, I don't have peool~." 
There would be constant oroblems with help. Young neoole 
are not interested in 1-:ood:'-'Orking - they go to university 
-take science. In fine \•.'ork they are interested - not 
cuoboards, renovating houses. 
SALES VOLUME: Did not ~sk. 
STR.G.TEGIES RELATED TO SUCCFSS: "You go-c-ca start snall, v1ork uo 
a clientele - vani~ies for small aoa:tment blocks. If 
you are a good craftssan be honest, give proper service, 
do the job procerly, be straight-for~a:d and the work will 
come. 
RE.~CTIOr~ TO '~JCH\~E~,!: C=.rpent;~y is llnot ~h2 b=st jobn for 2. v,to:tan .. 
Tf iho'v' ll·l·"'o rlr~c::+ v-ouch \··ork T or,~<:~ i+r~ ~1ricftt. T 
_ ...,..1'-._., "-'- '-\...oi..._..,..., t _ '' ""' - ..:;v..__._. · ..... - ....._, '-'' ..... 
wouldn't encoura~e my daughter to be a caroenter. In a 
factorv assembly line wonen are as oood as men. In con-
struction carrvi no anc hanoi no \·.'oul d be hard but I ouess 
..; _.. _, -
women could do it. 
SU3-CO~~TRP.CTIUG: Gives sub-cont:acti ng to pl ur-lber ~ s 1 ectri ci a.r. -
all small, individual ooerators - non-union. They're 
"neeDle I've knOh'n for years- reliable- I knm·: they're 
dependable ." "You gotta knov: 'vith who you're deal"\rg." 
I NTERV IE\-! ~J ITH: COf1PA.NY 9 - former owner of 1 ar9e comoany 
TYPE OF \10RK: Intervi ev:ee is the fomer m·mer of a l arae 
construction comoanv which soecializes in buildina-
1 .,. I -
recreation rooms and fireplaces. He has recentiy sold 
the company to his brother, who is now president of the 
company. 
Interviewee has written a book on building recreation 
rooms for the do-it-yourselfer, apoears on open line 
orograms (radio) across the country and aopears on a 
CKY-TV program for the home hand_vman. He also \'lrites 
a column for the Winnipeg Free Press. He is a consultant 
to his brother 1 S comoany - because of his hioh profile 
the comoany has no need to advertise. 
SE.4SONAL LHHTATIONS: re: rec rooms -none 
TYPE OF CLIENTS WHO BUILD REC ROOMS: Whole spectrum of income 
groups but tvJO groups mainly: 
(1) young married peoole who have lived in their homes 
L- 5 years, have oaid off debts re drapes. second 
mortgage, etc. and who need more room because of birth 
of children. 
(2) retired oeople who have a rec roor built for an 
investment. 
'1ARKET TRENDS: Interviewee disaoreed that there was a trend 
away from rec rooms to main- floor family rooms or ~way 
from luxurious to more functional family rooms. He clams 
that his brother's construction company is busier than t 
ever has been and that manv of the rec rooms built run 
between 58,000 - SlE,OOO. -Many people new installing 
steam rooms, whirlpools, etc. It is energy savinq (trend) 
to finish basement. He disaorees that the country is in 
a recession and that even i{ that were so, recession moti-
vates people to invest in rea1 orooerty, oarticularly in 
their O\,rn homes. Fact that more and more homes are being 
built each year, population is increasing means that 
market is growing. 
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On the prairies vJhere it is colder, people tend to spend 
money inside the house whereas in Vancouver, for instance, 
they might be more likely to spend ~oney on the exterior, 
i.e., decks, landscaping, etc. 
PROMOTIO~AL TECHNinUES: The most effective advertising is word 
of mouth. Second most effective is T.V. advertising - It 
is expensive and nust be presented, on crime time or on 
a oroorc..m v1here peoole interested in refinishino rec rooms, 
remod~lling, etc. w~uld be likely to be watchin~. 
STRATEGIES RELATED TO SUCCESS .4ND PITF.ALLS: f'~os t como ani es try 
to take on too much, get too big too fast. They lose 
control, begin to hire tradesmen 1·1ho are not competent. 
When he was president of his construction comoany he would 
not hire inexperienced carpenters. People would ask, 
"Hhere do we get experience then?" "''1y ansvver was, from 
Horking with our competitors". \·!hen carpenters have 
worked two-three years in the field and know what they're 
doin~, v:e'll oay them 52.00 to 53.00 1T10re/hour ban they 
oet elsewhere. Not concerned whether caroenter has his 
~apers or not, only if he had built recreation rooms before. 
DUALITY WOR~~ANSHIP IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN SUCCESS: 
Caroen~ers are a company's most important o.r. -not 
because of l·ihat they say, but because of the oua 1 i ty of 
vwrk they perform. 
There must not be friction between management and trades-
men. ~hen that happens. tradesmen start to steal time-
which is money - and frequently materials. 
r-iany tradesr:1en try to go into business but have no manaae-
r.~ent ability. It is essential that every employee have 
oride in his work. His (inteJ~vieh·ees) co;-r;pany alv1ays 
assigned one carpenter/rec. room. That way, lT a rec room 
was photograohed for interviewee book, caroenter could 
point to it and say, '1I did that", not 11 Joe and I did that." 
Hhen two cal~penters/job, they would 1eave the dirty jobs 
for one another. 
SX1PLE PRICES: Recreation room costs have doubled in the last 
8 years. Minimum cost for i.e., 14' x 18' house addition 
is- 550/sq. foot- could easily run to 575 and if luxurious, 
the sky is the limit. 
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Recreation rooms $10-$12/sq. ft. (includes labour and 
materials) for $17/sq. ft. recreation room, bathroom and 
bar. 
SUB-CONTRACTORS: Only sub-contractors who had been recomended 
could be considered. All things (i.e., cost, ability to 
do the job) being equal, neatness was a deciding factor-
did a plumber clean up the mess he'd made, etc. Tended 
to hire same sub-tradesmen over and over even if someone 
came in with a lower bid. He found that a sub contractor 
would bid low on the first few jobs, then his prices would 
rise to the same level as everyone else's after he had an 
J!inlt Vlith the company. Best sub-contractors to hire are 
slTlall -with ovmer and a couple of heloers. i4ith larger 
companies, the emoloyees usually don't care about their 
work unless the boss comes along. 
~ 
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APPEfWIX F 
INTERVIE~JS HITH 
INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN 
HOUSWG REHABILITATION 
Interview with: 
INSURANCE APPRAISER 
ARE.~S: 
Old River Hei9hts: from Kelvin Hi9h School, south and v:est. 
In this area little or no comolete gutting of houses. 
Zoned for single family dv:e11ings. People are replacin9 
olumbing, electrical wiring, cutting in kitchen cupboards 
and adding closet space. 
Fort Rouoe: S. of Md'ti11an - Corydon, Cambridge. 
---rwot"ypes of renovations, 1) owner occupant upgrading his 
own house, 2) conversion o'= single family to duplex or 
rooming house if zoning allm·.rs. In this tyoe of conversion 
you see tv;o entrances on front. r;ecessary to add full bath 
and kitchen to second storey or to add bathroom to main 
floor if original house had atath only on 2nd floor. P.s 
a rule bathroom is added to base~ent as well. Problems 
arise with adding olumbing lines running through middle 
of your rrain floor living room. If you add a basement 
bathroom it has to be tied into the existing line. In the 
basement, floorino and weeoing tiles must be replaced. 
Foundations are pre-1920 - mostly stone. Freouently they 
end uo reolacin9 plaster and drywall, adding nev: flooring, 
vihich reouires nev; underlay (dec.endinc; on flooring used). 
In most cases in this area the home is 0\·.'ner occupied- he 
builds suite to rent upstairs. ~e does nart of the work 
himself- sub-contracts what he hasn't t~e skill to do. 
~est End: Sherbrooke, west to the River, north to CPR 
1his area occupied by ethnic grouos; r;;any of vhom are 
tradesmen or are handy. They tend to do their ov.rn 
renovations. Some homes are sinole family - in other cases 
a suite is created for revenue purposes - Jeoends oretty 
much on size of house. 
North End: Not too familiar with this area. Problems with 
renters on l'telfare. If homes are not 0\':ner occupied they're 
usually in terrible shape. City finally conderms them. If 
houses are structurally sound it's 50-50 rehabilitation or 
demolition. 
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PROCESS: 
(a) Typical Property: Frequently estate prooerty or a house 
where owner has lived 20 - 30 years and has done little or 
no modernization. Other types are the house that is a, 
1) wreck or is, 2) really dirty- needs painting and minor 
repairs. 
~est End: s. of Portace - older house, bunpalow - fireplace 
- oreferred by youno couoles as starter homes - laroer house 
reauires too much maintenance. 
( h \ Dr.:l co. ~ j I '- • deoends on location, condition of the house. r..c -1 
it is in a good location and is in orettv oood shaoe the 
ourchaser will fix it uo. If the condition is reallv ooor 
and location not so desirable, ie. in north end, occ-upied by 
native Canadians on welfare, the ourchaser may demolish the 
house and start fresh. 
(c) Dollars Spent: In West End interviewee knows of one 
man 1·1ho soent beh'V:een $15.000 and 520,000 on l~enovation but 
that is not the norm. 
YOU HAVE TO BE CAREFUL ~OT TO OVERDEVELOP. 
In the !·!est End if you overdeve 1 op, i e. put so much money 
into imorovements that your house is the best on the block, 
you end up in financial trouble because the resale value 
will not ~atch your investment in the house. 
In River Heights the area is so desirable that over-develoo-
~ent is not the same concern. 
SALE PRICE AFTER P'tPORV Et1E~:TS: In 1,1est End -
800 so. ft. bunaalow - $30,000 - 540,000 
1000 so. ft. - $50,000 - sso.ooo 
TURNOVER TF~E: If the ourchaser is not occuoyi ng tne house he is 
renovating he must turn it over withino a couole of months 
- its' too costly to hold longer. It's very easy to run 
short of money before necessary imorovements are co!'!oleted. 
0\-!NER OF PROPERTY SHOULD EXPECT: 1 ~~/month return on i nvestnent. 
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Hat-! PROPERTIES f\.RE LOUI.TED: Peoo 1 e v1ho are continua 1ly buyi ns; 
and selling usually have a contact in the real estate 
business. Lots of these orooerties are advertised in the 
saoer, many are private sales; estate sales. Prooerties 
could also be sold by word-of-mouth advertising. 
DOLLAR VOLU1'.E: Profit de penes on v;hen house bouoht, \'ih::n sold, 
desirability of property, location. i'tinimum 55,000/house? 
FINANCING: C~HC home improvement loans - reouires no 2nd 
r:~orto.aoe reoistration. r<ost lendinc::: aoencies orefere to 
oive·a-stra~9ht loan or a oersonal loa~. 2nd m~rtoaoe or 
coiiateral loans (on latter tc·;o interest rr:ay run 12~; to 18~{ 
\·:ith 6 month interest penalty). t~any ourcf;asers attempt 
to refinance a 1st mortgage~ after imorovements have been 
made and ourchaser vrishes to sell - financial arran9ements 
vary deoending on hovi much cash be nev-1 purchaser has. So:-:1e 
assume existing mort9a~e, but as a rule they re~inance. 
PEOPLE WHO BUY & SELL: 
(a) real estate oeocle - oeoole in this business of tuyinq 
and seliin9 sometimes get UC' real esta~e co:-noany of their ovm. 
-additional profit here as they save 3% agents Tee en house 
ourchased. 
(b) tr·adesmen 
(c) oeople vfho are handy- renovate houses as a sideline, 
ie. teachers v.rho have ail sumner to do the vwrk. They' i1 
buy in r1ay or June, se1i as soon as vmrk is col.lple~e. 
ie. oreferably before end of Auaust. 
(d) oeoole who work for deGart~ent stores or lumber yards 
who can oet materials for renovations at a discount. 
REH.I\BBER.S: In ethnic a;-ec.s c.nd v::1ere tradesl.len are invol vee - a 
kind of cc-oo rr:ay be involved, ie. caroenter decides to 
renovate home - his brother, or a man he works with will do 
the wiring on the house the caroenter is renovating if the 
carpenter will come and help the electrician when the 
electrician renovates his house. People tend to hire sub-
con~ractors t1-:ev have had recomrnended to them by friends, 
neiohbours, etc-.~ or vdll call soneone advertised in y2ll0\1' 
pa9es. They v,rill orobably reouire estirates. 
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BUYERS AFTER REHAB: In modestly oriced houses it's frequently 
oeoole with children or oeople without time, money or skills 
to do the renovations themselves. 
In higher oriced hoGes the new buyer may simply aonrec1a~e 
what the renovator has done; likes downtown location. 
f1lUOR PROBLEr1S IN REH~SILITfl.TIJf';: 
(1) Few people like to quote on renovations because t~ey 
don't knoh' v;hat they're getting into unti1 they actually 
begin the vmrk. 
(2) Financing: Lenders want to see all of the renovatcrs 
money invested in the orooerty before they lend any money -
\{ant to ensure thay the eauity is there. 
ie. Renovator wishes to invest 520,000 in imorovements to 
his home. He can invest $10,000, a large portion of which 
comorise his labour. He will need a SlO,OOO loan from 
the' bank. :-le becins VJOY~k. runs out of monev. He ~~~s 
invested, let us-say 55,060 in cash, $5,000-in labour. Eank 
will not lend him money, because he hasn't invested cash of 
$10,000. 
ZONING: no real problem 
J\DVICE: 
1) Make sure foundation is sound 
(2) DON'T buy nost exoensive house on street if you w~nt 
to improve and sell. Do find structurally sound house that 
is DIRTY; needs floor covering, painting and decoratino. 
Lots of noney to be made in making cosmetic i~oroveGents 
and re-s e 11 in g. 
(3) Buy as much house as you can afford as soon as oossible. 
F li.' -~
In te rvi evv vii th : Individual (Hho wishes to remain 
anonymous) Who renovates for 
speculative purposes. 
LOCP.TI O>iS: To date has ·,·Jerked prir:-1ari ly in Fon: k0 1Jge, 
Fort Garry area, has \'forked in Rivervie\':(good area but 
has trouole getting r:10nE:y out he1~e), but is moving to 
iL Ki1 do:, an area - r(no·::les Sonfi":er. \:arns against ends of 
\.'a.rsaw, iiJu1vey, an.)ndh2re in Fort R::ruge within six blocks 
of Pembina. 
PROFILE OF IilTERVIE\!EE: Hc::.s been in business of renova-cHlg five 
years. Caroen~er by trade. Started by doing renovating 
for real estate co::1pai1ies. Tv:o years ago \·:ern -co \'Iork in 
Ottawa on f-ieri tage Ho[;le restoration. Returned to ~~i nni peg 
and went into business for self. Has done 32 -33 total 
renovations. Has eight trades ("I just picked them up.") 
Interviewer renovates a house, tnen rents. He has none u• 
h~s mm money in ho;.~se. See Financing be1ovt. Rental covers 
cost of mortgage payr:1ents plus a sna11 profit. f-ie is 
p:esently selling a couple of houses in poor areas. See 
above. But as a r~le is holds his houses, speculates on 
thei: increasing in value. 
r.e takes a '.'age out of the business as He1l "because I have 
to live too.~~ 
TYPIC.il.L PROPERTY: Interviev;el~'s :1ote: l!hat he's looking fo1~ 
mignt be diffe:ent because he's renting houses 
after rather than selling. 
,h.!fi":erous cor-tbi nations: i. ugly. beaten up but has nev.r 
Turnace, new wiring 
ii. really well ~aintained. good oak 
showing but ~eeds electrical work 
3as i c featw~es to 1 ook for: 
i. ~1r1ng- too expensive to do a 
total rewiring so look for some 
new Viork 
ii. basically sound structure, roof 
doesn't sag walls straight. eaves 
troughs an soffits in good shape 
iii. aluminiurr: w ndo>·.rs 
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PURCHASE PRICE: Typical example in Fort Rouge~ Fort Garry. 
Buy sma11 house for $20$000 - $25,000 . 
DOLLARS SPENT: Spend $4,000 plus own labour (average 1 month) 
SALE PRICE: Sell for $32,000, $35,000. 
In Riverview recently spent 8500, eleven vJeeks on a house but 
couldn 1 t get value out of the house. Seemed to be a problem 
with the house itself rather than the area. 
NEHEST PROJECT: Bought a bung a 1 ow in N. Kil don an area for 
$37,5000. Surrounded by $100,000 houses. House is in 
good shape but basenent is only 6' x 2'. He will raise 
house, ;Jut new baser:Jent underneath, convert house into 
bi-level, He will tear down walls, add to bedrooms, 
change location of kitchen. Plans to spend $15,000. 
Believes he can sell for $70,000. 
TURNOVER TIME: Averages about 1 month to do renovations. 
ihen rents house. 
PROPERTIES LOCATED: BJ a couple of real estate agents Hhen he 
first vtent into business ,saw about forty houses/week. 
Took same agents \'lith him. Educated agents to features 
he was looking for. Now they knm~ exactly what he wants 
and they contact him when properties come up. 
l 
AVERA.GE RETUPJi: For every $1 spent~ get $1 retum. Interviewee 
is unusual because he can do so much of the work himself. 
Would average about $4,000-/renovation. 
FL'tl\iKING ARRJl,f;GEfvlENTS: Example: Bought a house on Lipton Avenue 
for $27,000. r·~ade S4,200 dovm payment (mt.:st be 15% because 
he is a cormnercia1 firm). Spent $3500 plus three v1eeks of 
him tir.,e. Had house reappraised - appraiser appraised it 
at $36,000. Now he takes out $9,000! 2nd mortgage \llhich 
covers his dovm payment, money invested and "small profit". 
House on Lipton is rented to cover mortgage payments. 
Intervie1~ee uses $9,000 to invest in nev< house. 
If he sells~ tries to persuade purchasers to assume existing 
mortgage. Ho~ever, if purchasers wish to re-finance, have 
no trouble getting Ci{r-JC mortgage, as he fol1oHs their 
standards carefully i.e. headroom, stain-<'ays, foundations, 
furnaces, electrical. 
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Doesn 1 t always agree with their standards - "I use a lot 
of carpet" -they don't care if the carpet is $30/yd. 
or $5/yd. as long as the floor is covered. If I use 
2' x 4 1 in the basement rec.room or 2 x 2's, it is all 
the same to them. 
SEASG:'iAL FEATURES: You can work all year round but you have to 
pick your houses right. Might buy three houses in the fall 
with possession dates, say Nov.l5, Jan. lst and Feb.lst, 
all with work that can be done inside. 
SUB-co:np,)i,CTORS: Sub-.contract~ plumbing and electrical vJork -
11 when you 1 re renting a house you have to be rea 11y careful 
about wiring in case of fires". 
Contacts are really important. You have to know the right 
tradesmen. Does a lot of work on the barter system i.e. 
plumber is coming over to do a house for him next week, 
three weeks from nmv interviewee is going to lake to do 
work on plumber's cottage. 
Also has contacts with people in carpet business - uses 
same people, at least once/month - spends about $5,000/yr. 
Does favours for them. Then he knows he can get a good 
price in return. 
Contacts re: other materials on same basis. 
If he needs a sub-contractor "I don't look in the YellOi'J 
Pages - I look in a couple of the pubs I know. I know 
100rs of tradesmen I can bargain OK." If the strike goes on 
for a few more v;~eeks, you 1 11 be ab 1 e to get any tradesman for 
$4.00/hour. \~ouldn 1 t hire an e1ectrician or a plumber 
because he has his regulars, but if he needed some roofing 
or a stucco job done vv-i11 get it done cheaply this sunmer. 
i-HSCELLANEOUS: There will bw a definite trend to renovating 
especially if the strike continues as tradesmen \"lill try to 
pick up a 1itt1e money this way. 
There's lots of competition in this area; but 11 I 1m good 
friends with people. I know when to buy lunch. 
Can 1 t pinpoint 11 a major problem. 11 There are about 125 
different points to ~~enovating, all inter-relating 11 • 
Every pla.ce is different. 
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Renovating learned by trial-and-error. It's difficult and 
costly if you don't know what you're doing. i.e. House 
on Harrow was burned, "gross 11 job of renovation. People 
need a renovation consultant. About six sub-contractors 
are vwrking at the same time. "They tore out oak floors -
I drove by- some guy was digging it out of the garbage. 
I checked it out, about 4 sq. inches was actually damaged. 
So they spent money to tear out a good floor, paid some-one 
to haul it away, now they have to install a nev.r f1oor, 
vlhich will be plyvwod, so now you have to think about 
carpet. That mistak~ cost them about $2,000. 
Interviewee's method of operation most economical because 
of f1exibility it alloHs. If he vvere renovating for 
someone else, he vwLild have to give an estimate, provide 
homem<Jner vdth a plan which he v:ould have to follm'i. This 
way, he has a p1an, but if he gets ha1fvvay through the 
job and sees a l:{ay which would be cheaper and better he 
can do it that way. 
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Interview Hith: REAL ESTATE AGENT 
TRENDS: l'lany young couples are buying older homes and fixing 
them up. Nany of them are do-it yourselves. Tradesmen 1 s 
wages are prohibitive. !·'lost do their ovm carpentry -
hire electricians. There is a trend to taking courses 
at Red River College. 
Hhen people buy house:s to resell they tend to make 
cosmetic changes on1y. Hhen do-it yourse1ves get into 
trouble they•n hire a tradesmen to clean up the mess. 
AREAS OF WTEREST: Hest End - Po 1 o Park to City Core - south 
and nor~h of Portage, but south of Portage preferred. 
Many of the houses in the area are sub-divided revenue 
houses) often ruined by sub-division. These are nmv be 
de-converted to single family dwellings - especia1ly if 
old \IDOd is still there. 
CORE AREA: Trend to conversions to multiple dwellings if 
zoning allows it. In areas like Armstrong Point, Home-
owner1s Associations are blocking conversions to multiple 
dv¥el1 ings. 
RIVER HEIGI-!TS: Trend to add extra rooms, sun decks, converting 
attached garages to family rooms. In this area people hire 
tradesmen. 
Lots of work available - new tradesmen must do good work, 
make a name for themselves. 
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